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Abstract

	 This research examines the morphosyntactic and phonological features of  Himoj, a 

dialect of  Chechen - an indigenous language of  the North Caucasus and largest member, by 

virtue of  number of  native speakers, of  the Nakh-Dagestanian language family. Himoj is an 

undocumented dialect of  Chechen despite its use amongst the people of  the Himoj teip, a clan in 

the Highland region of  the Chechen Republic. The goals of  this research is to highlight specific 

features of  the Himoj dialect and provide evidence for its placement in the Highland group of  

Chechen dialects by means of  cross-dialectical referencing of  these same features. 

 By first describing the phonological and morphosyntactic features that distinguishes the 

Himoj dialect, this paper intends to place Himoj into the greater Highland dialect group, making 

note of  sound correspondences, similar features and cognate forms in other major Highland 

dialects found in Chechnya; focusing on Č’aberloj, Itum-Qale, Šaroj and Kisti dialects. Data in 

this thesis is collected from consultation with a native speaker of  Himoj as well as audio and 

video recordings of  her relatives. Finally, many examples from other Highland dialects are taken 

from word lists in the current literature. 
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1.0 Introduction - Chechnya and the ‘teip’

 The Chechen language, or ‘Noxçiyn mott’ , is an indigenous language of  the North 

Caucasus, belonging to the Northeastern Caucasian language family, alternatively known as 

“Nakh-Dagestanian”. Within this family, Chechen belongs to the Nakh branch and is related 

closely to Ingush (Ghalghai mott) and Batsbi (Tsovah Tush). Chechen comprises the largest 

speech community within the Nakh branch of  the family with a total of  1.34 million native 

speakers according to the 2002 census of  the Russian Federation (Census, 2002). In addition to 

the 1 million + Chechen living in the Chechen Republic, an autonomous sub-national body of  

the Russian Federation, Chechen is also spoken in the neighboring autonomous republics of  

Ingushetia, Dagestan, Karbadino-Balkaria, in the Stavropol’ Krai, the Astrakhan oblast’ as well 

as in the city of  Moscow by ethnic Chechen émigrés. Outside of  the Russian Federation, 

Chechen is spoken most prominently by the Kisti people in the Pankisi region of  northern 

Georgia and in Chechen communities in  Jordan, Turkey, Azerbaijan and most notably, in 

Kazakhstan, which is home to nearly 35,000 Chechen (Census, 2011). The distribution of  

Chechen speakers in Central Asia is due to the deportation en masse of  the population of  

Chechnya and Ingushetia during the Second World War. During this time, much of  Chechnya’s 

400,000 citizens perished en route to Kazakhstan and Siberia, where they were forced to stay until 

the deportation orders where lifted in 1956. During this time, many Chechen also immigrated to 

Jordan and other Pro-Islamic governments in the Middle East. In addition to this continuum of  

diaspora speakers in the former Soviet Union and Middle East, Chechen is spoken by refugees of 

the First and Second Chechen Wars in communities in Belgium, the Czech Republic, Denmark 

and, most notably, Austria, which is home to over 26,000 Chechens, making Chechens one of  the 
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largest immigrant communities in Austria as well as one of  the largest refugee communities in 

Western Europe (Von Summerland, 2011).  

 While many Chechen are fluent in Standard Chechen, nearly all native speakers are most 

fluent in some kind of  regional dialect. The diversification of  dialects among native Chechen 

speakers is driven by the ancestral cultural unit of  the teip (Chechen: тайпа - [teɪp]) - a clan or 

tribe (Matsiev, 1961). In traditional Chechen society, membership in a teip was synonymous with 

belonging to the Chechen political world, as only teips could join larger tukkhums, a union of  teips 

that would tackle larger political problems, such as economic struggles, invasion, defense from 

enemy attacks, etc. Most striking about the teip-system is the inclusion of  non-Chechen and non-

Muslim ethnicities in the larger Chechen tukkhum system,  suggesting an early venue for 

significant language contact. In addition to ethnic Chechen teips, Germans, Jews (the Dzugoi teip), 

Avars, Kalmyks and even Russians and Ukrainian Cossacks formed teips and took part in the 

greater Chechen tukkhums, alluding to the multi-ethnic and surprisingly egalitarian nature of  

traditional Chechen society (Makaev, 1973). Unsurprisingly, teips and tukkhums underscore a 

notable linguistic phenomenon in Chechen society not only in Chechnya but also within the 

greater Chechen diaspora. While an exact number of  teips is uncertain due to recent political 

events in Chechnya, an estimate places the number of  teips at approximately 140-245 distinct 

clans (Makaev 1973). Some teips in Chechen society include: Martanxoj, Naršxoj, Šatoj, Čintoj, 

Benoj, Činkhoj, Hwanlqmadoj, Nižaloj, Itum-Qalle, Šaroj, Vedenxoj, Noxčimaxqaloj and so on 

(Makaev, 1973). It is within these tight cultural units Chechens have maintained their native 

language and ethnic identity despite years of  deportation, war with neighboring powers and 

influence from other macro-languages. 
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1.1 Survey of  Chechen dialects

 The geographical distribution of  Chechen dialects can be categorized into two major 

categories, according to the consultant. These groups are referred to by the consultant as 

Highland and Lowland Chechen. Lowland Chechen is spoken in the northern flatlands of  the 

country and is also known alternatively as ‘Plains Chechen’ (Nichols, 1997: 952). Due to the 

geographic, political and cultural center of  Chechnya being located in Söža-Ghala/Grozny, 

Plains Chechen remains the dominant dialect and is used as the ‘literary language’ (Arsakhanov, 

1969: 17). In addition to Plains Chechen, major dialects of  the Chechen language include: Äqqi, 

Č’a:birloj, Itum-Qale, Šaroj and Kisti (Nichols, 1997: 954), as well as other varieties of  Chechen 

including Našxoj, Melxin, Terxoj and Vedjenxoj1 (Arsakhanov, 

1969: 34). While all (if  not, most) dialects are mutually 

intelligible with one another, the bundles of  dialects spoken by the Chechnya 

can be divided into two groups. In his work, Arskhanov describes two main families of  dialects, 

one comprising the Č’aberloj, Šaroj, Itum-Qale, Kitsi dialects, and other including the Našxoj, 

Melxin, Terxoj and Vedjenxoj varieties of  the language (Arskhanov, 1969: 166). For this thesis, I 

will be calling these branches the Ohwaroi and Laamaroi groups of  dialects, as they are the terms 

provided and preferred by the consultants. Ohwaroi, a term derived from the Chechen preverb 

‘oħ’ meaning ‘under’ or ‘below’ and the nominalization suffixes ‘-(a)r’ and ‘-oɪ’, describes the 

dialects of  people living in the Chechen Lowlands, but does not precisely correlate with the 

‘Plains Chechen’ used as the standard language. For this thesis, I will be using the term “Standard 

Chechen” to describe the literary language, as ‘Standard Chechen’ is the term chosen by the 
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primary consultant. It is important to note that for her, ‘Plains Chechen’, ‘Standard Chechen’ 

and general Ohwaroj mott are considered synonymous. In the interest of  clarity, I will be using 

Standard Chechen to describe only literary language and Ohwaroj mott to describe the group of  

dialects spoken in the Chechen Lowlands, ie: the non-mountainous dialects. The Ohwaroj dialects 

have a number of  Turkic and Mongolic borrowings, stemming from the interaction of  the 

Ohwaroj teips interaction with Kalmyk and Nogai languages, both non-Caucasian languages 

spoken the neighboring Republics of  Kalmykia and Dagestan (Aliroev, 1999: 122). After working 

with the consultant and her relatives and assessing their understanding of  the geo-political and 

geo-cultural divide in the Ohwaroj and Laamaroj dialect bundles, I have ascertained the following: 

the lands containing Ohwaroj speaking people stretch from the southern border of  the Terek and 

stretches over the Sunzha River until approximately the village of  Urus-Martan, at the foothills 

of  the Caucasian mountains. This geographical distribution no doubt due to a notable natural 

boarder - ie: the Caucasian Mountains. This definition of  the Ohwaroj region entails all of  

Chechnya’s major cities with populations of  20,000 people - Grozny (the capital), Gudermes, Šali 

and Argun. The second major group of  Chechen dialects is categorized in this thesis under the 

term Laamaroj, a term derived from the Chechen word ‘laːm’, meaning ‘mountain’. Here, it is 

used to describe the majority of  dialects spoken throughout the mountainous regions the 

Chechen Republic in the South and in the foothills and crags of  the Caucasian Mountains. In 

other sources, this is known as the ‘Highland Dialect’ (Molchieva, 2008). It is within this 

‘Highland’ variety, or Laamaroj subset, of  Chechen that I intend to place the Himoj dialect while 

also positing a close relationship between Himoj and neighboring Šaroj dialect. As previously 

stated, this linguistic divide in Chechen is no doubt due to the natural borders in Chechnya, 

made clear in this map. The following figure marks the divide; in red is the outline of  the borders 
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of  the Chechen Republic and the red dot marked (A) shows the location of  Urus-Martan, the 

furthest south city in Chechnya with a population of  over 20,000.

Figure 1.1 - Chechnya and the Ohwaroj/Laamaroj isogloss. (Dmitri, 2009) Photo courtesy of  Google Maps

1.3 Who are the Himoj?

 The Himoj dialect, or ‘Hima’, is spoken by the Himoj clan, a teip whose ancestral 

homeland is located in the northeastern crags (S.Ch- bʷosaħ, H. - basiɛ) of  the Caucasus. Their 

village, also named Himoj, is the administrative center of  the Šarojskij Rajon, one of  the 15 

municipal districts of  the Chechen Republic (). In terms of  its neighbors, the Himoj dialect is 

spoken in relatively close proximity to the Šaroj, Č’aberloj and Itum-Qale dialects, the latter 3 of  

which are concentrated in the eastern and central mountains (Arskhanov 1969: 177, and 
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Callhan, 2010). The name Himoj is derived from the Chechen word ‘xi-moxk’ (H. - ‘ximork’) 

taken from the words ‘xi’ meaning ‘water’ and ‘moxk’ meaning ‘country’ or ‘land’, an ethnonym 

derived from the Himoi’s clan settling of  lands near the banks of  the Sharoargun river. 

Figure 1.2 - The location of  the village of  “Himoj” marked by (A) 

Coordinates:  42° 39ʹ′ 11.82ʺ″ N, 45° 51ʹ′ 8.81ʺ″ E  (Dmitri, 2009).  Photo courtesy of  Google maps.
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Figure 1.3 - The Sharoargun River and the location of  the village of  Himoj
(Dmitri, 2009)

 A precise number of  Himoj is difficult to determine in Chechnya due to displacement 

and ethnic cleansing brought on by the deportation of  Chechens under Josef  Stalin in 1944 and 

more recent complications during the First and Second Chechen Wars of  the 1990s. While 

census numbers place the population of  the Himoj homeland at only 300. Despite the fact that 

the population of  the entire Šarojski Rajon is only approximately 3500 (Census, 2002), the 

estimate of  300 for Himoj is, according to the consultants, far too low. Many Himoj who 

returned to Chechnya under the Krushchjov government discovered their ancestral villages to be 

completely destroyed or occupied by ethnic Russians commissioned to settle in Chechnya by the 

Stalin government. According to the consultant, language transfer in Chechen society is 
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matrilineal, however marriage in Chechen communities occur such that the mother is considered 

to be a member of  their husband’s teip. In addition to the ethnic cleansing of  the Chechen, upon 

return to Chechnya, returning refugees were only allowed to live in the Lowlands near the city of 

Grozny rather than in the ancestral villages in the mountains. By both consultants’ recollection, 

the Himoj dialect is devalued and even laughed at by the Šaroj, presumably due to the Šaroj’s 

status as an instrumental teip in the Pan-Laamaroj tukkhum, which is unsurprisingly, eponymously 

named ‘Šaroj’(Makaev, 1973). By her own estimate, the consultant has stated that Himoj is 

endangered in both Chechnya and in Kazakhstan. Many members of  the older generation of  

Himoj are still clinging to their language and identity (vis-a-vis teip), however pressure on the 

younger generation to speak Russian, English and Kazakh has lead to a significant decline in 

their ability to speak the standard variety of  Chechen, let alone their own teip-based dialects. This  

shift in attitude towards the role of  the teip in Chechen society, at home and abroad, is no doubt 

due to the evolving language policies in the former Soviet Union, particularly in Kazakhstan, 

which demands not only a strong commitment to Kazakh, Russian and English, but is also 

characterized by a desire to define the country as uniquely Kazakh; a goal that émigrés and 

refugees from the Caucasus have historically had difficultly achieving. For this thesis, my primary 

consultant is Ms. Zura Iesuevna Dotton (née Batsiyeva), a native speaker of  Himoj, and video 

recordings of  her sister, Aset Iesuevna Batsiyeva, both born and raised in the Southern 

Kazakhstan Province of  the Kazakh Soviet Socialist Republic. In addition to Mrs. Dotton and 

Ms. Batsiyeva, there is a notable community of  Himoj speaking Chechen in and near the city of  

Shymkent in Southern Kazakhstan, numbering, by her account, 25-30 people consisting mainly 

of  her immediate family. In addition to the Himoj, many speakers in this same region of  

Kazakhstan hail from the Šaroj and Č’aberloj speaking regions of  Chechnya as well as the 
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Lowlands. In total, the Chechen community in Shymkent is approximately 1122 according to the 

2011 Southern Kazakhstan Census (Census, 2011). The exact number of  speakers, however, is 

unclear.  

2.0 Phonological Features of  Himoj

 The sounds of  Himoj are notably different from the Standard language and subsequent 

lowland dialects spoken in the North of  Chechnya. Himoj is distinguished by its incomplete 

distribution of  the Umlaut-like system that governs verbal declension in Standard Chechen. 

Unique to Himoj is the retention of  a word-final vowels in native Chechen words. Standard 

Chechen, as well as the Šaroj and Itum-Qale dialects, delete or, according to Nichols et. al’s 

(1997, 2004) analysis, devoice word-final vowels. Frustratingly enough, these word-final vowels 

are still preserved in Standard Chechen orthography, despite the fact that they are not 

pronounced in the literary language (Nichlols & Vagapov, 2004). In addition to word-final vowels, 

Himoj phonology is marked by a simplification of  phonotactics in acceptable onsets, the 

retention of  post-tonic vowels and the realization of  monophthongs and diphthongs in positions 

where diphthongs and monophthongs occurs in the Standard language. In addition to these 

features, there are several consonant alternations that are conditioned either by the position of  a 

phoneme in a word or by the position of  a preceding/adjacent sonorant. For many of  the 

alternations in Himoj phonology, there is correspondence with the forms found in the Šaroj 

dialect, supporting the proposed close relationship between Šaroj and Himoj (Arskhanov 1969: 

68). In this section, I will be discussing the phonemic inventory of  the dialect (Sections 2.1), the 

distribution of  Umlaut found in Himoj (Section 2.2), the simplification of  consonant clusters and 

other elements of  the prosodic templates in Himoj (Section 2.3), the formation of  glides and 

allophony in word initial position (Section 2.4) and monophthong and diphthong formation 
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(Section 2.5 and 2.6). In addition, I intend to lay out evidence for a critically important, 

phonological feature manifested in the retentions of  partially reduced word-final and post-tonic 

vowels in Himoj (Section 2.3) as well as the afore mentioned consonant differences between 

Himoj and the Standard language (Section 2.7, 2.7.1, 2.7.2, 2.7.3).

2.1 Phonemic Inventory

 As with many languages of  the Caucasus, both Standard Chechen and the Himoj dialect 

contain a large number of  consonants, approximately 31 (Nichols & Vagapov 2004: 11). Apart 

from some allophony with [v] and [w] (the conditions of  which will be discussed in later Section 

2.7) and preference for [h] in borrowed words contains [f], the consonants inventories for the 

Himoj dialect and Standard Chechen are largely identical; a trend seen in almost all of  the 

dialects found in Chechnya (Nichols 1997: 954). Unique to Standard Chechen and its many 

dialects  is a much larger vowel inventory compared to other Caucasian languages (Comrie, 

1981; Nichols & Vagapov, 2004:11). Many languages of  the Caucasus have relatively simple 

vowel inventories while containing consonant inventories with some of  the most complicated and 

diverse array of  consonant sounds in the world. Dagestanian, Kartvelian and Abkhazo-Adyghe 

languages have, on average, 5 to 7 vowels (Shakril, 1971; Kizira, 2006; Comrie, 1981) and, in 

some extreme cases, Ubykh, only 3 (Dzumeil, 1975: 17). The Nakh languages, Ingush, Batbsi 

and, in particular, Standard Chechen, are the exception to this rule of  Caucasian typology with 

Standard Chechen having a notably ‘complex system of  vowels’ (Imnashvili, 1977). Standard 

Chechen and the Ohwaroj dialects (that is - variants of  Lowland Chechen) contain approximately 

23 ~ 27 vowel phonemes (depending on the analysis and dialect) which differ on the basis of  

quality, length, roundedness and nasal versus oral articulation (Nichols & Vagapov, 2004:11; 
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Comrie, 1981: 202). A complete list of  examples in Standard Chechen and Himoj consonants, 

including minimal pairs thereof, and their occurrence can be found under Appendix 2.

2.1.1 Standard Chechen/Himoj Consonant Inventory (Nichols et. al 1997: 943)

NONCONTINUANT 
OBSTRUENTS

NONCONTINUANT 
OBSTRUENTS

NONCONTINUANT 
OBSTRUENTS

NONCONTINUANT 
OBSTRUENTS

CONTINUANTCONTINUANTCONTINUANT RESONANTSRESONANTSRESONANTSNONCONTINUANT 
OBSTRUENTS

NONCONTINUANT 
OBSTRUENTS

NONCONTINUANT 
OBSTRUENTS

NONCONTINUANT 
OBSTRUENTS

ObstruentObstruent Nasal LiquidLiquid Glide

Vl Vd Ejec. Gem. Vl Vd Vd Vl

Labial p b p’ p: (f)1 v2 m w2

Dental t d t’ t: l

Alv. ts dz ts’ ts: s z n r r̥

Palatal tʃ ʒ tʃ’ ʃ ʒ

Velar k g k’ xk x

Uvular q q’ qː ʁ

Pharyn. ʕ ħ

Glottal ʔ h

1 - Only appears in loan words. Example: фугас “fugas” - ‘hare’ taken from Kalmyk
2 - In Himoi, these sounds appear to be allophonic. In some environments the Chechen cyrillic ‘в’ is pronounced [v] 
or [w].  

2.1.2 Standard Chechen Vowel Inventory

	 The sources used to compile a complete list of  distinct Standard Chechen vowel 

phonemes both assert a different number of  distinct vowel phonemes. Below is a table first 

depicting the phonological vowels in Standard Chechen taken from the most recent publication 

on Chechen phonology, Nichols et. al 1997.
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Vowels of  Standard Chechen (Nichols, 1997: 945) 2

High i iː y yː u uː

je ie ø jø wo uo

Mid e eː o oː

Low æ æː a aː

 In comparison to other accounts of  the vowel inventory in Standard Chechen, the chart 

provided in Nichols 1997 excludes nasal vowels, which are phonemic in the Standard language 

and can constitute minimal pairs, ex: [sa] - “light or soul,” [sã] - “my.” (Matsiev, 1961, Nichols & 

Vagapov, 2004). Nichols leaves out these vowels, as the distinction here is not an original nasal 

versus oral distinction for vowel phonemes, rather nasalized vowels came about due to their 

proximity to the Proto-Nakh *-n coda and the anticipatory spread of  the [+nasal] feature

(Imnashvili 1977). In the current Standard language, these word-final *-n’s have fallen out, 

however they are still encoded in the orthography (Nichols & Vagapov, 2004: 29). In addition to 

the above mentioned vowels and diphthongs, Nichols also describes ‘dialect diphthongs’, which 

are highlighted in the above vowel space in green. These vowels are said to constitute the general 

underlying form of  all Chechen vowels and the diversification of  them in the Standard language 

is due to ‘secondary assimilatory properties and umlaut’ (Nichols, 1997: 956). For future 

reference, the vowels that Nichols’ transcribes as [je] and [ie] for this thesis I have transcribed as 

[iɛ] and [iɛː] based on my recording sessions with consultant ZBD. 
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 In addition to the charts provided by Nichols et. al, additional literature has attempted to 

lay out all of  the vowel sounds attested in the linguistic documentation of  Chechen. The 

following chart, taken from Comrie 1981, shows all of  the underlying dialect diphthongs 

described in Nichols in 1997, as well as phonemes that have possible length and nasal versus oral 

articulation distinctions, ie - all possible surface vowels. Once again, sounds corresponding to the 

“dialect diphthongs” found in Nichols 1997 are highlighted in green. 

Vowel system (including diphthongs) of  Lowland Chechen (Comrie 1981:205)

a e i o u

a: e: i: o: u:

æ ø y

æː øː yː

ã ĩ ũ

ãː ẽː ĩː ũː

jɛ wø wo

jeː wøː woː

jɛ̃ wø̃ wõ

jẽː wø̃ː wõː

 Looking at both of  the charts, it is clear that Standard Chechen displays a high number of  

vowels and diphthongs, a total of  which tops off  around 23 by Comrie’s count and 27 for Nichols  

- a figure that includes the numbers from Comrie as well as variations of  the Chechen schwa [ə] 

and voiceless/whispered vowels (Nichols & Vagapov 2004: 11). Interestingly, according to Nichols  

et. al’s analysis of  Chechen dialect vowels, the inventory of  5 major vowels is comparatively 
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consistent with the Pan-Caucasian average (ie - Kartvelian, Dagestanian and Abkhazo-Circassian 

number of  vowels)  in terms of  general vowel inventory size.  

2.1.3 Himoi Vowel Inventory

 The Himoj dialect’s sound system is characterized by a lack of  front-high and front-mid 

rounded vowels due to an incomplete distribution of  the Umlaut system found in Standard 

Chechen. In addition to the loss of  these vowels, there is additional simplification of  diphthongs 

in certain contexts from Standard Chechen to Himoj. With regards to vowels, there is a clear 

pattern of  vowel shift in Himoj when comparing the forms found in the dialect to their 

correspondences in Standard Chechen. Among the lack of  round front and mid vowels, Himoj 

has undergone diphthongization for [iː] > [aɪ] (discussed in Section 2.6) and  

monophthongization in the case of  [iɛː] and [ɛː] > [iː] and [iɛ] >[ɛ] (discussed in Section 2.5). 

Himoj also has a strong preference of  the vowel sequence [oː] and [wo], which corresponds to 

words containing Standard Chechen [ø], as seen in Example (1) in Section 2.2 below. Finally, 

Himoj has certain open syllables that displaying the vowel [ɔ], most notably the morpheme for 

the Potential mood (discussed further in Section 3.4). In summary of  the phonological features 

described above, the following chart shows the grand total of  16 vowel and diphthong phonemes 

in the Himoj dialect. Again, the essential ‘dialect diphthongs’ from Nichols 1997 are highlighted 

in green. 

Vowels of  Himoj

High i iː u uː

iɛː iɛ wo ɔ
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High i iː u uː

Mid ɛ eː o oː

Low æ aɪ a aː

2.2 Chechen Umlaut - Variation of  Front High- and Mid High Round Vowels

 The most distinguishing and notable feature of  all the of  Laamaroj dialects is the lack of  a 

rounding features for front and back mid-vowels (Arskhanov 1969: 68, 75, 144). While many of  

these dialects do not have front-high rounded or mid-front rounded vowels, the correspondence 

of  these vowels in the Standard language and their counterparts in each subsequent dialect is not 

always uniform. Several of  the Lamaroj dialects are also split regarding post-tonic neutralization 

of  /a/ as well as the deletion or reduction of  Proto-Nakh’s word final *-/a/ (Arskhanov 1969: 

34; Imnaishvili, 1977). What is certain is that many of  the Highland/Laamaroj dialects either 

show an incomplete distribution or lack of  participation in the Umlaut system that governs much 

of  the surfacing of  Standard Chechen’s many vowel phonemes (Nichols 1997: 958,959). Himoj is 

no surprise. In the stead of  these rounded vowels, the Himoj dialect shows correspondence of  the 

rounded mid vowel [ø] found in Standard Chechen with [oː]. In many of  the Highland dialects, 

Č’aberloj and Itum-Qale, [ø] is realized as [iɛ], where as in Šaroj the sound is realized as [wo], as 

seen in the following examples (Arskhanov, 1969):

(1)- Lack of  [ø] in Himoj 

toʔ - tøʔ  Standard Chechen    (Shamilov & Pashukova, 2005)
to - toːə Himoj   /ø/ --> [oː]

 Additionally, the [y] in Standard Chechen surfaces as [i(ː)] in Himoj, with occasional 

labialization of  preceding consonant, suggesting a type of  de-segmentalization or intermediary 
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stage of  the Umlaut process, in which the [+round] and [+high] features are being being 

decomposed out of  or bunched together onto a single segment. Compared to other dialects, the 

innovation in Himoj shows a fairly systematic dissection of  the features that constitute the sound, 

whereas in other Dialects the correspondence is fairly random.   

(2) Lack of  [y] in Himoj (Shamilov and Paskushova, 2005: 114)

diʒ - dyʒ Standard Chechen   to sleep - sleep (present tense) 
diʒ - diʒə  Himoj   /y/ --> [ʷi]

 It is important to note that under Nichols et. al Umlaut-like vowel harmony, historical 

forms of  the present tense also lacked rounded vowels like [y] and [ø]. This is corroborated by 

the lack of  these vowels in the necessary ‘dialect diphthongs’ highlighted in Section 2.1.2 and 

2.1.3 (Nichols 1997: 956). Under this analysis, rounding features on the present-tense marker [u] 

spread  to the mid and high vowels in Standard Chechen predicates vis-a-vis anticipatory 

assimilation (Nichols, 1997). While it isn’t clear if  labialization, in the case of  [y] going to [ʷi] in 

Himoj, is a function of  the consultant’s idiolect or if  it is the attested form of  the Himoj, it is 

interesting to note that Himoj is dissecting the segment [y] with much more uniformly than any 

of  the other Laamaroj dialects. 

Standard Chechen

(3a.) ħøg  nəxt͡ʃĩ mʌt   bytsə-lwo3
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3 Abbreviations used in this Thesis:
NOM. - Nominative Case   COP. - Copula   REFLX. - Reflexive pronoun
GEN. - Genitive Case   Q - Question Particle  BENE. - 1.pers. Benefactor prefix
DAT. - Dative Case	 	 	 POT. - Potential mood	 	 TRANS.- Transitional suffix
ERG. - Ergative Case	 	 	 CAUS. - Causative mood	 	 IMP. - Imperative
INST. - Instrumental Case	 	 	 PROG. - Progressive Tense	 	 SUBST. - Substantivization suffix
ALL. - Allative Case	 	 	 PAST - Past tense	 	 	 -v./j./b./d. - Gender marking for 
COMP. - Comparative Case	 	 IND. - Indefinite article	 	 	 v.class, j.class, b.class, 
LOC. - Locative Case	 	 	 CONJ. - Conjunction particle	 	 and d.class for class
ABL. - Ablative Case   INCL. - Inclusive “we”   verbs and adjectives
LAT. - Lative Case   EXCL. - Exclusive “we”  EMPH.- Emphatic marker
AL.AB. - Allative Ablative Case	 	 COND.- Conditional mood		
AL.LOC - Allative Locative Case	 	 NEG. - Negation particle



	 You-ALL. 	 Chechen language 	 speak-POT.

Himoj

(3b.) ħoːgə   noxtʃoɪ mʷot   bitsa-lɔ

	 You-ALL. 	 Chechen language 	 speak-POT.

“You can speak Chechen.”

 In example (3), we see 2 lexical items in Himoj showing a lack of  round vowels [ø] and 

[y], namely in the words like ‘ħøg’ and ‘byts-’ from Standard Chechen, where the Himoj version 

of  the same sentence shows the words ‘hoːgə’ and ‘bits-’, providing evidence for the lack of  these 

features in Himoj as explained in examples (1) and (2). 

2.2 Simplification in Phonotactics and Prosodic Templates in Himoj

	 In terms of  consonant inventory, both Himoj and Standard Chechen obey the typological 

trend of  large consonant inventories in Caucasian languages. In addition to a large consonant 

inventory, Standard Chechen displays a number of  consonant clusters in word internal and 

word-final positions, however only a few select sequences are allowed word-initially (Nichols 

1997: 954).  In Standard Chechen, syllables are maximally CCVC, in which sC- is the most 

common.  The following charts are my own, taken from a previous research paper on Standard 

Chechen phonotactics. They show, in the first set, examples of  possible onsets in order of  

increasingly complexity, which is measured in the number of  allowable consonants in an onset. 
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(4) Acceptable Onsets in Chechen Syllables (Doyle Wagner, 2010: 23). 

Examples given in Standard Chechen

C* = 0 C* = 1 C*= 2

[.urs.]
.VCC.
knife

[.o.ħa.roj.]
.V.CV.CVC.
money

[.i.tum.]
.V.CVC.
fortress

[.bʲɛ.zəәm.]
love
.CV.CVC.

[.nox.tʃ͡i.tʃ͡ø.]
.CVC.CV.CV.
Chechnya

[.mot:.]
.CVC:.
language

[.t'q'ɛ.]
twenty
.CCV.

[.sħa.va:l.]
.CCV.CVC.
came towards

[.stag.]
.CCVC.
person

	 The following table shows the acceptable number of  consonants found in codas for 

Standard Chechen. In addition to the data below, the number of  consonants for medial clusters is  

maximally C.C, in which case CCV onsets for internal syllables does not occur, as -VCCC* is 

ungrammatical in Standard Chechen (Aliroev 1999). 

(5) Acceptable Codas in Chechen Syllables (Doyle Wagner, 2010: 23)

Examples given in Standard Chechen

C* = 0 C* = 1 C* = 2

[.ær.zu.]
.VC.CV.
eagle

[.kotʃ͡.]
.CVC.
shirt or dress

[.borz.]
.CVCC.
wolf

[.bʌl.xar.xo:.]
.CVC.CVC.CV:.
a worker

[.ɣa:l.]
.CV:C.
city

[.moxk.]
.CVCC.
earth, land

[.sa.mu.q'a.ni.]
.CV.CV.CV.CV.
interesting

[.ʔɛ.ʃar.]
.CV.CVC.
song or poem

[.bʲɛ.darʃ.]
.CV.CVCC.
joking
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 In the Himoj dialect, the syllable structure undergoes a kind of  simplification, where 

complex onsets in Standard Chechen delete either the second or first phoneme, opting for a more 

uniform CV or CVC pattern to onset syllables; likely kind of  analogical leveling, since CCVC 

syllables are rare. In addition to the types of  onsets listed in examples (), the lists of  acceptable 

onsets for Standard Chechen also includes dʕ and px (Nichols 1997: 953), which are also found in 

the Himoj dialect. The simplification of  complex onsets in Himoj is seen primarily in words that 

begin with an ‘s-’ at the beginning of  the syllable. In Himoj there are two major targets of  

simplification are the sequences ‘st-’ and ‘sħ-’ when they are found word-initially. In these 

occurrences, ‘t’ is deleted in the ‘st-’ sequence and ‘s’ is deleted in cases involving the preverb 

‘sħa’. Unlike the onset simplifications in examples (6) and (7) below, ‘px-’ and ‘dʕ-’ do not simplify.

(6) Examples of  CCV to CV simplification in Himoj; [st] >[s]

Standard Chechen Himoj Gloss

a. stag sag person

b. stu su bull

c. stigal sigal sky, heaven

d. stoxk sorkə last year

e. stedartʃi sedartʃi star (pl.)

f. stømʃ soːmaʃ fruits

g. avast avast (No simplification) a year old goat

h. pxiʔ pxiʔ five

i. dʕa-qost dʕa-qost throw away/quit

 In the word lists in example (6) above, the environment for the simplification of  onsets 

becomes clear. Above, the first set of  data, (6a.-f.), the ‘st’ sequence in Standard Chechen > [s] in 
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Himoj. Examples (6g.) shows that while the ‘st-’ cluster is the target simplification in Himoj, the 

environment required is that the sequence occurs word-initial; hence, there is no simplification of 

‘-st’ in (6g.), as it is word-final. Finally, examples (6h.-i.) attests to the specificity of  the segments 

involved in the alternation, in that the ‘px-’ and ‘dʕ’ word-initial clusters are not subject to the 

same type of  template simplification as ‘st-’. Further data, shown below in example (7), shows 

another example of  simplification, this time with the onset sequence ‘sħ-’. 

(7) Examples of  CCV to CV Simplification in Himoj; [sħ]>[ħ]

Standard Chechen Himoj Gloss

sħa-ɣo ħa-ɣo come here

sħa-dal ħa-dal to give

sħa-qost ħa-qost to throw (in the direction of  
the speaker)

 In addition to the simplification of  consonant clusters in Himoj, there is additional data to 

show the deletion of  the simplest kind of  syllable, .V. syllables with C*=0, in the declension of  the 

demonstrative pronoun ‘that’ in Himoj. In the data below, Himoj declension of  the 

demonstrative pronoun displays a kind of  variation, where one stem ‘oqo jv-’ is in relatively free 

variation with the identical form ‘qũn-’. According to BZD, many Himoj speakers do not use 

‘qũn-’ in formal speech, however is it still considered grammatical. 

(8) Declension of  “That” in Standard Chechen and Himoj (for S.Ch - Arskhanov 1969: 75)

Standard Chechen Himoj Gloss

hʌr jarə that (Nominative)

hoqy ̃n oqĩn / qĩn that (Genitive)

hoqũnː oqũnːə / qũnːə that (Dative)
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Standard Chechen Himoj Gloss

hoqwo oqoː / qoː that (Ergative)

hoqynts oqĩntsə / qĩntsə that (Instrumental)

hoqyŋg oqiŋ̃gə/ qiŋ̃gə that (Allative)

hoqunəx oqunax / qunax that (Lative)

2.3 Word Final and Reduced Vowels in Standard Chechen and Himoj

 In addition to this correspondence, Himoj does not fully devoice word-final /a/. Instead, 

Himoj ends many words with a reduced [ə] like vowel in instances where there would be a word 

final /a/ in Č’aberloj, the most conservative Laamaroj dialect, or other forms of  the language in 

Proto-Nakh (Arskhanov 1969, Nichols 1997, Molochieva 2008) . Furthermore, word final /u/ in 

the present tense, a common marker of  the Standard Chechen present tense, is not voiced. Both 

of  these word-final vowels are pronounced only in instances where they have been recently 

borrowed in the language or if  they are pronounced during singing (Chokaev 1979, Nichols 

1997). Both the Cyrillic system used in modern day Chechnya and Latin-based writing systems 

developed by Nichols & Vagapov (2004) for Chechen preserve these word-final vowels. A further 

interesting point about the retentions of  these vowels as a word final-schwa is their description as 

only ‘partially’ reduced by the consultant ZBD4. By her explanation, Himoj has two stages of  

reduction: partial reduction, namely the reduction of  a vowel into a [ə], and full reduction, what 

Nichols et. al have called ‘deletion’, ‘devoiced’ or ‘whispered vowels’ (Nichols & Vagapov, 2004). 

According to ZBD, the opting for partial reduction over full reduction of  word-final /a/ is one of 

the key differences between the Šaroj and Himoj dialects and that in older speakers, namely her 

grandfather, these vowels were entirely preserved as /a/. Secondly, Himoj also does not reduce 
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non-tonic vowels to [ə], a fact only found previously in the Č’aberloj dialect (Nichols 1997). In 

Himoj these vowels are fully-pronounced as [a], which is how they are represented in the modern 

Chechen orthography (Nichols & Vagapov, 2004: 30). ZBD also states that word-final vowels in 

non-native Chechen words are fully reduced/deleted; an interesting limitation on this feature. 

These borrowings from Russian are usually taken into the language via contact in major 

Chechen cities such as Grozny, Urus-Martan, Argun, etc. which are all located in the boundaries 

of  the Ohwaroj/Lowland dialect isogloss (described in Section 1.1). It is unsurprising then, that 

these loanwords would lack word-final /a/, as the Lowland dialects, from which they are 

borrowed, devoice/fully reduce said word-final vowels anyway. Since the consultant pool for this 

thesis is extremely limited, it is likely that future work within the Himoj community will provide a 

greater insight to this question and in order to confirm these findings. In the meantime,  the 

following sentences attest to the production of  word-final [ə] and non-tonic [a] in Himoj in 

verbal declinations, productive affixes and individual lexical items in order to show that the 

retention of  these vowels is not limited to a singular phonological environment or 

morphosyntactic category. For all of  the examples below that show the presence of  word final [ə] 

in Himoj, the orthography is placed above both examples of  interlinear text with the original [a] 

characters underlined and in bold, along with their representations in the Himoj dialect. This is 

meant to indicate the presence of  word-final /a/ in later forms of  the Chechen language. 

 ши газа хиллера хьекъал  долуш

Standard Chechen

(9a.) ʃi  gaːz  xilːɛr   ħiɛqχəl  doluʃ  

	 two 	 goat 	 were 	 	 smart 	 	 give-PROG.
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Himoj

(9b.) ʃi  gaːzə  xilːirə   ħiqχ’al  doluʃ  

	 two 	 goat 	 were	  	 smart 	 	 give-PROG.

“Once upon a time, there were two smart goats.”

 In example (9b.), the additional [ə] in words like ‘gaːzə’ and ‘xilːɛrə’ is an innovative 

feature of  the Himoj dialect . Contrasting with the examples in (9a.), the examples in (9b.) 

provide greater correspondence with the forms expressed with the Chechen orthography: газа 

(Cyrillic)/ gaza (Latin) = gaːz (Standard Chechen) and gaːzə (Himoj). In the example (10a-b.) 

below, the original sentence in the Cyrillic orthography shows word-final /a/ only in the case of  

‘bin(ə)’. In the case of  the other close syllable CVC words, ‘max’ and ‘lax’, there is no such word 

final /a/, suggesting the environment for word-final [ə] is not only the same as the word-final /

a/, but rather [ə] corresponds to the /a/ in Chechen orthography fairly uniformly.

 цо  х1оккхун куьчан мах  лах бина

Standard Chechen
(10a.) tso   hoqːũ    kyːtʃã  max   lax  b.in 

	 s/he-ERG. 	 this-GEN.	  shirt-GEN. 	 price-b. 	 low 	 do-b.-PAST

Himoj

(10b.) tsʷo   qũ   kiːtʃã   max   lax  b.inə 

	 s/he-ERG. 	 this-GEN. 	 shirt-GEN.	 price-b. 	 low 	 do-b.-PAST

“S/he lowered the price of  this shirt/dress.”

 In examples (10a.-b.), we see the same alternation occurring in the case of  interrogative 

words (mʌs(ə) = how much), as well as another example of  the past tense. The domain of  the 

word-final [ə] in Himoj, based on examples (8a.-b.) and (9a.-b.), also extends to nouns and the 

aorist past tense.
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 маса  сахьт  даьлла

Standard Chechen

(11a.) mʌs   saħt   d.ɛlː  

	 how much 	 hour-d. 	 give-d.-PAST

Himoj

(11b.) masə   saħt   d.ɛlːə  

	 how much 	 hour-d. 	 give-d.-PAST

“What time is it?”

 хьан  коьрта лозахь ахь  цхьа  молха  мола деза

Standard Chechen

(12a.) ħã   kørt  lozəħ,   aħ   tsħa  lʲɛkarstv  mol  d.iɛz

	 you-GEN. 	 head 	 hurt-COND. 	 you-ERG. 	 IND. 	 medicine(R.)	  drink 	should.

Himoj

(12b.) ħã   kortə  lozaħ,  aħ   tsħa  molxə  molə  d.iːzə
	 you-GEN. 	 head	  hurt-COND. 	 you-ERG. 	 IND.	 medicine(Ch.) 	drink 	 should.

“If  your head hurts, you should drink some medicine.”

2.4 Himoj Monophthongization

 In both Šaroj and Himoj dialects there are instances in which the long diphthong [iɛː] 

surfaces as a monophthong (Arskhanov, 1969). The same alternation occurs with correspondence 

between [ɛː] and [iː].  In Himoj this monophthong as [iː], depending upon weight of  the syllable 

in Standard Chechen. In Šaroj, the corresponding monophthong is [e:] or [ɛ] (Arskhanov 1969, 

Imnashvili 1977). Both of  these monophthongs usually surfaces in places where Standard 

Chechen displays a long [iɛː] diphthong. These examples are taken from tokens the Swadesh 100 

from the consultant ZBD. The entire list is listed under Appendix 1. 
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Standard Chechen Himoj Gloss

(13) Examples of  [iɛː] > [iː](13) Examples of  [iɛː] > [iː](13) Examples of  [iɛː] > [iː]

liɛːla liːla walk

liɛːziq liːziq belly

ʃiɛːl ʃiːli cold 

piɛːləg piːlagə feather

diɛːx diːxə long

qχ’iɛːr qχ’iːr stone

(14) Examples of  [ɛː] > [iː](14) Examples of  [ɛː] > [iː](14) Examples of  [ɛː] > [iː]

sɛːda siːda star1

kɛːrl kiːrlə new

(15a.) Examples of  [iɛ] > [ɛ](15a.) Examples of  [iɛ] > [ɛ](15a.) Examples of  [iɛ] > [ɛ]

diɛq dɛqə dry

ts’iɛ ts’ɛ fire2

(15b.) No Alternations: [ɛ] > [ɛ](15b.) No Alternations: [ɛ] > [ɛ](15b.) No Alternations: [ɛ] > [ɛ]

ts’ɛ ts’ɛ name2

tsɛrg tsɛrg tooth (human)

1 - the word-final /a/ here is due to borrowing of  the word from Osesstian (Imnashvili, 	 1977)
2 - these words are homophones in Himoj.

 In the data above, example (13) shows a complete correspondence with the long [iɛː] 

diphthong in Standard Chechen and the monophthong [iː] in Himoj with no obvious 

conditioning environment for the transition of  a long diphthong to a long monophthong. In 

addition to the diphthong correspondence, Himoj also shows vowel raising in the case of  [ɛː] > 

[iː] in examples (14) with, again, no obvious conditioning environment. Examples (14a) indicate 
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an additional monophthongization vis-a-vis and [iɛ] > [ɛ] correspondence. The 

monophthongization in the case of  a shorter diphthong to [ɛ] in an alternation that is 

characteristic of  Šaroj (Arskhanov, 1969) and therefore might be due to form borrowing between 

Himoj and Šaroj bilinguals as well as the close proximity of  the villages. All other examples of  [iɛ

(ː)] going to [iː] is a unique feature that divides the Himoj and Šaroj dialect, according to the 

consultant ZBD. In the final set of  examples (15b.), we see no form of  raising or 

monophthongization or any kind of  transformation from Standard Chechen to Himoj, indicating 

that the target of  this alternation is heavy or super heavy syllables. Standard Chechen also has a 

long [iː] sound (Arskhanov 1969, Comrie 1981), however this long monophthong in Standard 

Chechen oddly enough surfaces in Himoj as a diphthong [aɪ]. 

2.5 Himoj Diphthongization

 In many of  the Laamaroj dialects, Himoj included, diphthongs are realized as 

monophthongs in Standard Chechen. This is most prominent in Himoj in Causative 

constructions as well as instances where Standard Chechen ends words in a -iː sequence. 

(16) - Examples of  Diphthongization in Himoj; [iː] > [aɪ]

Standard Chechen Himoj Gloss

da - diːt dã - daɪtə to do - to make someone do 
(something)

gã - giːt gã - gaɪtə to see - to show (to make 
someone see something)

illiː illaɪ song 

k’adiː k’adaɪ cloth, fabric

olliːt walaɪtə to make someone hang 
something
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Standard Chechen Himoj Gloss

noxtʃĩː noxtʃoɪ Chechen (adj.)

2.6 Word Initial Glide-Formation and v/w Allophony in Himoi

 Particularly in onsets, Himoj words beginning with [o] de-segmentalize into [wa]. This is 

most prevalent in words containing the preverb [oħ], meaning ‘under’ or ‘down’. Most instances 

of  word initial [o] in Himoj displays a lowering and desegmentalization of  [o] into [wa] in onset 

position. Unlike other phonological variations, this difference is not limited to small group of  

lexical items and occurs in most instances where [o] occurs word-initially. 

Standard	 	 Himoj	 Gloss

(17)  oħ-ʕilː   waħ-ʕilːə to put down

(18)  oħəroj  waħaroj the Lowland people/The Ohwaroj

(19)  oqχ’əm  waqχ’am boulder, ice floe. 

(20)  olijt  walaɪtə causative of  ‘hang up’

 In addition to the de-segmentalization of  [o] in word-initial positions, Himoj, and the vast 

majority of  Laamaroj dialects, shows allophony between [v] and [w], again in word-initial 

position. This alternation is particularly significant, as [v] is often used in many ‘class verbs’ and 

‘class adjectives’ (ZBD’s own description) in Chechen, which change their onset to agree with the 

gender of  the subject (in intransitive/progressive sentences) or object (in all other transitive 

sentences) in Standard Chechen. [v] is used to mark masculine gender. 

Standard Chechen 	

(21a.)  saləm  d.æltʃ,  saləm  sħa-iɛts  tʃø-ħ   stag   v.u-i? 5

	 peace	  give-COND., 	 peace 	 towards-take 	 in-LOC. 	 person-v. 	 COP.-v.-Q
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Himoj

(21b.) salam  d.ɛltʃ,   salam  ħa-iːts  tʃɔ   saga   w.u-i?

	 peace 	 give-COND., 	 peace 	 towards-take 	 in-ALL. 	 person-w. 	 COP.-w.-Q6

“If  I say ‘Salam’, is there someone (a man) in there to receive it?”

 Example (21a.) in Standard Chechen versus (22b.), in Himoj, shows a innovation on the 

part of  Himoj in regards to the gender markedness for the masculine copula. While both 

languages retain the system of  gender markedness on ‘class verbs’, as well as the masculine 

gender marker ‘v-’, Himoj’s copula form for masculine subjects is pronounced ‘w’ due to the 

word-initial environment in which it occurs. This is not limited to instances where class-verbs are 

marked for masculine gender. The following example (22) shows the same condition being met of 

the lexical item ‘brother’, which, possession biological gender, projects v.class agreement on the 

subsequent class-verbs in the remains of  its arguments. 

Himoj

(22)  sã   waʃə   tʃoː-r   woːlxuʃ  aːr-vɛdːə
	 I-GEN. 	 brother-w. 	 room-ABL. 	 cry-v.-PROG. 	 out-run-PAST.

“My brother ran out of  the room crying.”

 The environment of  the alternation is made particularly clear in example (22), in which 

all word initial [v-] are pronounced as [w-] in Himoj in the case of  gender agreement on classed 

verbs. In the case (22), there is also a notable except to the [v] - [w] alternation rule, seen by 

examining the predicate “a:r-v.ɛdːə”. Due to the intervening preverb ‘aːr-’, the word-initial 

environment is blocking and alternation rule is bled, allowing the no longer word-initial [v] to 

surface in Himoj as [v]. 

2.7 Consonant Alternation
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 In Himoj, several consonants vary with counterparts in Standard Chechen. This, of  

course, is making the assumption that the literary form of  the language is representative of  the 

underlying form or, at the very least, the underlying form of  the Standard Chechen dialect. 

While it is not clear which dialect precede the other, ie - Highland versus Plains, the alternations 

below are described in the context of  their departure from the Standard Chechen. Many of  these 

alternations occur in environments that are either conditioned by the location of  a sibilant in a 

word, namely coda positions, as well as environments that are conditioned by the presence of  the 

sonorant [r]. A number of  these alternations occur in other dialects of  the Highland/Laamaroj 

teips; Šaroj, Itum-Qale and Č’aberloj in particular. Here, they are listed with their Himoj 

counterparts, noting on other dialects that observe the same kinds of  phonological change. 

2.7.1[x] ~ [r] Alternation

 One of  the alternations found in Himoj is an alternation with the velar fricative [x]  with 

[r] in an environment conditioned by [x] immediately preceding a [k]. This feature is not 

described in detail in the literature by Arskhanov (1969), however additional information 

belonging to the Šaroj dialect, according to the appendix in Arskhanov, two dialects, one of  

which is Šaroj, is said to have this alternation (Arskhanov 1969: 173). ZBD also makes note that 

many Šaroj-Himoj bilinguals also have this alternation. Furthermore, Nichols states that the 

Šaroj dialect also has this same alternation (Nichols 1997: 956). Since the consultant pool for this 

thesis is small and limited to only a single speaker, it is not clear if  this alternation is a unique 

feature of  Himoj or if  it is a feature in both Himoj and Šaroj and is only attested via the idiolect 

of  the consultant, whose exposure to the Chechen language included ample exposure to Šaroj. In 

addition to Himoj (and potentially Šaroj) the [x] ~ [r] correspondence in this environment is 

attested in the Itum-Qale dialect, which also belongs to the proposed Laamaroj group. Below in 
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examples (23a.) and (23b.) show first the Standard Chechen and then Himoj versions of  the same 

sentence. As stated above, the environment for this environment is any [x] that precedes and is 

adjacent to [r] and in all instances where this environment is achieved, it will take place. To my 

own, as well as the speaker’s, knowledge, there are not prominent examples in which the /xk/ 

environment is able to be interrupted and hinder the appearance of  [rk] in Himoj. 

(23a.) As  saɪ̃   maʃin j.oxkin   Standard Chechen

	 I-ERG.	 I-REFLX.GEN. 	car-j. 	 sell-j.-PAST.

(23b.)  As  saɪ̃   maʃin j.orkinə  Himoj

	 I-ERG. 	I-REFLX.GEN. 	car-j. 	 sell-j.-PAST.

“I sold my car”

(24) Further examples of  [x]>[r] Alternations in Himoj

Standard Chechen Himoj Gloss

a. moxk a. mork country, land

b. daxk b. darkə mouse

c. dæxk c. tɛrkə bone

d. d.oxkin d. d.orkinə sold

e. jɛxkəʃ e. iːrkaʃ roaring, while roaring

f. doxk f. dwork fog, darkness

 From the examples listed in (23), preceding vowels do not have an affect on the 

alternation, indicating that as long as the environment is met, the alternation will occur. In 

addition to this data, the alternation occurs in cases where the preceding vowel is mid (24a&d), 

low (24c.) or high (24e.), showing, again that any aspect other than the [xk] environment is 

irrelevant to the  alternation’s occurring. 
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2.7.2 T-epenthesis, [s] ~ [ts] Alternation

 One of  the most notable feature of  Himoj compared to Standard Chechen is the case of  

t-epenthesis after [s], making [ts] in the coda position for Himoj words. This alternation is 

additionally conditioned by a preceding sonorant [r]. Both conditions must be met for this 

alternation to occur. What is particularly interesting about this alternation is that coda position 

must correspond to a true coda that would have be found in older forms of  Standard Chechen, 

in which word final vowels would have be produced. In instances where this word-final vowel 

remains, the alternation of  [s] and [ts] does not take place. Therefore, in dialects such as Šaroj 

and Itum-Qale, which have a similar alternation, the changing of  [s] to [ts] will not occur in a 

coda position that came about after the deletion or devoicing of  word final /a/ in Standard 

Chechen, limiting this alternation to ‘true’ coda-positions inherited from Proto-Nakh (Arskhanov, 

1969). This is a particularly interesting case for Himoj, since, unlike Šaroj or Itum-Qale, it retains 

a partially-reduced version of  word final vowels in native Chechen words; a fact that bleeds the 

environment for the word-final t-epenthesis entirely.

(25) [s] >[ts] Examples

Standard Chechen Himoj Šaroj/Itum-Qale 
(Arskhanov 1969: 69, 89)

Gloss

a. urs urts   [s] --> [ts] urts knife

b. nars naːrts narts/nærts cucumber

c. ɣirs ɣirts ɣirts material

d. nurs nursə nurs (no Alternation) daughter-in-law
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2.7.3 [tʃ] ~ [ʃ]

 Much like the previous two examples, the alternation of  [tʃ] to [ʃ] is conditioned by the 

position of  [tʃ] in a word final position, like in (24), and preceded by a sonorant [r], as in 

examples (23). Unlike the alternation described in Section 2.8.1, the word-finial position of  this 

alternation is not particularly important, references in (26.d), where the Himoj form still 

undergoes the alternation, despite the fact that the cluster does not occur in the ancestral coda 

position; as was required in the [s]> [ts] alternation above, in example (25 a.-c.) but not in (25d.). 

Interestingly enough, there are examples in which the alternation occurs in Šaroj, Itum-Qale and 

Himoj without the necessary preceding sonorant, as seen below in example (25f.) Even with this 

data the alternation environment is still unclear, as example (26g.), which lacks the necessary 

preceding sonorant in (26a.-e.), does not undergo the alternation. A possible explanation - 

analogical leveling in the case of  (26f.) that has not yet reached (26g.). Whether this is true, 

requires a deeper analysis of  this alternation with a greater pool of  speakers of  Himoj. 

(26) [tʃ] > [ʃ] Examples

Standard Chechen Himoj Šaroj/Itum-Qale 
(Arskhanov 1969: 67, 90)

Gloss

a. xarʃ xartʃ xartʃ (Š) furrow, ditch

b. marʃʷo martʃʷo martʃʷo (Š) freedom

c. børʃ bortʃə bortʃə (Š) male, stud

d. irʃ irtʃə irtʃ (It.Q) ugly

e. xʷorʃ xortʃ xʷortʃ (Š) malaria

f. alaʃ alatʃə alatʃ (Š) draft horse

g. ʕaʃ ʕaʃ ʕaʃ living
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3.0 Morphosyntactic Features of  Himoj

 In many aspects of  Chechen morphology, the grammars of  Standard Chechen and 

Himoj are identical; a fact that holds true for most of  Standard Chechen and the numerous 

dialects spoken in Chechnya (Nichols & Vagapov, 2004). The most notable difference is rooted in 

the case systems via the use of  different morphemes for the Allative, Locative and Ergative cases. 

In the case of  Himoj, morphosyntactic conditions that mark oblique objects, ie -lexically based 

case governance/ case valence for certain groups of  verbs, are preserved, whereas the stand-

alone semantic meaning of  the Locative and Allative suffixes have been absorbed, singularly, into 

the Allative case. In addition to describing the case morphology (Sections 3.1 and 3.2), I intend to 

show examples of  Himoj’s case valence system (Sections 3.3 and 3.4), the simplification of  the 

directionality system as well as unique prefixes on locative pronouns that designate the scope of  

the location (3.5). I intend to show the use of  preverbs to designate the benefactors of  an action 

in Himoj (Section 3.6), the use of  reduplication of  words, morpheme and even singular 

phonemes to express a variety of  meanings (Section 3.7, the nature of  emphatic particles and 

focus gemination (Section 3.8) as well as a unique pattern for substantivization (3.9) and form 

borrowing from the sister language, Ingush (Section 3.10). 

3.1 Outline of  Standard Chechen’s Case Morphology

 Standard Chechen is an agglutinative language with, according to the current literature, 8 

morphological cases: Nominative/Absolutive, Genitive, Dative, Ergative, Instrumental, Allative, 

Comparative and Lative (Nichols, 2004, Aliroev, 19997). In addition to these cases, data gathered 

with the consultant suggests that there is evidence for an ablative-like case as well as 2 compound 
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cases, named in this thesis the Allative-Locative and the Allative-Ablative. In addition to these 

additional cases, there is conflicting information in the current literature regarding the nature of  

the Chechen Lative case, which has been described as a ‘Locative’ case (Shamilov & Paskushova, 

2005). In this outline of  Standard Chechen’s case morphology, I intend to illustrate the difference 

between the Lative and Locative cases as well as posit evidence that suggests the existence of  

additional cases in Standard Chechen. 

 The majority of  Chechen case morphemes are suffixes and affix to head nouns in a 

regular pattern in which there is little variation between the two forms, occasionally inserting a 

[ə] buffer vowel. There are, however,  approximately 10 declensions patterns in which affect all of 

the forms of  a single word in the paradigm except for the Nominative/Absolutive case. In these 

‘extensions’, additional phonological information is affixed to the noun or the head noun 

undergoes some kind of  Ablaut. Furthermore, the exact morpheme to choose for certain words is 

in variation; that is - there is more than a single form of  the case morpheme. This occurs most 

commonly in the Allative and Ergative cases (Nichols & Vagapov, 2004). Variability in the choice 

of  morphemes for these two cases are driven by a semantic distinction, where one morpheme is 

generally preferred for animate or human targets and the other morpheme for inanimate and 

non-living targets.  A regular tandem for a noun showing no extension is shown below. For a 

complete list of  morphological extensions in Chechen, reference Nichols & Vagapov (2004: 654). 

Case	 	 	 Case Morpheme	 S.Ch	 	 Gloss
Nominative (N.) - Ø   jurt  village
Genitive (Gen.) -ã   jurt-ã  of  the village/ the village’s
Ergative (Erg.)  -əs / -oː8  jurt-oː  the village (does X)
Dative (Dat.)  -n   jurt-ə̃n  to the village
Locative (Loc.) -əħ   jurt-əħ  within the village
Comparative (Com.) -(ə)l   jurt-əl  than a village
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 In the table above, the proposed Locative case is listed in place of  the Lative case 

morpheme, which is described in the current literature. In addition to the aforementioned 

‘regular’ morphemes, Standard Chechen contains an additional ‘-x’ suffix, that functions only to 

mark oblique objects of  certain verbs. Adopting terminology from Nichols et. al, I have called 

this morpheme ‘the Lative case’ (Nichols 2007, Aliroev 1999).

Lative (Lat.)  -(ə)x   jurt-əx  about/out of, etc. the village

  	 The precise meaning of  the Lative case in Standard Chechen is hard to determine, as it 

takes on a multiplicity of  meanings, ranging from a marker to describe the material of  which 

something is made (eg. - we made our house out of  wood), the meaning similar to the Hungarian 

Translative case (eg. - the witch turned him into a newt) as well as a slew of  oblique arguments 

specific to certain verbs. Nichols et. al states that it is used exclusively to mark oblique objects 

(Nichols & Vagapov, 2004: 24). What is important is to note that, while many sources do not 

distinguish, and often confuse them as the endings are quite orthographically similar, the 

difference between the Locative and Lative cases do constitute major differences in meaning. 

Examples (26) and (27) provides a semantic minimal-pair of  the Locative (26) and Lative (27) case 

in use. 

(27) hoqũ  universitʲet-əħ  dã  humː   dats  Standard Chechen

	 This 	 university-LOC. 	 do 	 nothing 	 COP.-NEG.

“There’s nothing to do at this University”

(28) hoqũ  universitʲet-əx  dã  humː   dats  Standard Chechen

	 This 	 university-LAT. 	 do 	 nothing 	 COP.-NEG.

“This University is useless” (lit. - There’s nothing that can be made out of  this Uni.)

 The exact conditions requiring which case will be explored in more detail in Section 3.3 

and 3.4 in terms of  valences for certain verbs. In addition to the cases above are the Allative and 
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Instrumental cases. Unlike the previously described cases, both Allative and Instrumental cases 

condition a series of  phonological phenomena in the vowels of  the head noun. These 

phenomena include rounding of  high vowels, namely /i/ --> [y], and a front of  round mid-high 

vowels, /o/ --> [ø] and occasionally fronting in low vowels, /a/ --> [æ] (Aliroev 1999, Xamidova 

1991). To show the contrast in targets of  the phonological change caused by the Allative and 

Instrumental cases, the following table shows 3 different nouns, containing a high, low and mid 

vowel, to show the ablative rounding in the Instrumental and Allative cases. The process is most 

prominent in pronouns. 

Case 	 	 	 	 Case Morpheme	 S.Ch	 	 Gloss

Allative (Al.)   -əg and -ie9  ħo - ħøg you - to you
       ʃu - ʃyg you all - to you all
       tsaːr - tsærg they - to them
	 	 	 	 	 	 	
Instrumental (I.)  -əts    ħʷo - ħøts  you -with you
       ʃu - ʃyts you all - with you all
       tsaːr - tsærts  they - with them

Allative-Locative (Al.L) -əg-aħ   ħʷo - ħøg-əħ “” - within/near you
       ʃu - ʃyg-əħ “” - within/near “” 
       tsaːr - tsærg-əħ they - within them

Allative-Ablative (Al.Ab) -əg-ar   ħʷo - ħøg-ər “” - from/ out of  you
       ʃu - ʃyg-ər “” - from/out of  “”
       tsaːr - tsærg-ər  they - from them

 The precise phonological environment for this change is unknown (Nichols 1997), 

particularly in the case of  [a] > [æ]. As potential theory - since the current Chechen orthography 

transcribes the umlauted forms with a word final /a/, it might well be possible that in Proto-

Nakh, this was a kind of  [ɑ] vowel, as Chechen Umlaut proceeded throughout the language as a 
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type of  anticipatory assimilation of  [+round] features. Unfortunately, there is no data in any of  

the current literature to suggest the existence of  any such sound in Proto-Nakh (Nichols 1997, 

Imnashvili 1977). 

 In addition to the described cases, I would like to posit the existence of  three additional 

cases: the Allative-Locative, Allative-Ablative and Locative. The Allative-Locative and Allative-

Ablative are formed with the Allative case as the primary, morphological base, adding the 

Locative and Ablative suffixes to the form of  the word marked with the Allative case, seen below 

in example (29). The Lative case is used to mark oblique argument for certain verbs and is bound 

to a multitude of  different topics, as previously state. The Allative-Locative is a more concrete 

versions of  the Locative case, in which possession and a more literal notion of  location is 

expressed, namely the difference between ‘in’ (Locative) versus ‘within’ (Allative-Locative). The 

Ablative-Locative case is used to indicate a ‘from’, ‘away from’ or ‘out of ’, a meaning similar to 

the Elative, Adessive and Ablative cases in Hungarian, Finnish and Estonian. These meanings are 

attested below:

(29) sø-ga-ħ  j.iʔ  kiniʂk  j.u  Standard Chechen

	 I-ALL.-LOC.	 4-j.	 book-j.		 COP-j.

“I have 4 books (they are on my person, I physically have them).”

	 Example (29) shows the compounding of  the Allative and Locative morphemes previously 

described above. The use of  this form is particularly common in the case of  pronouns, as it is the 

most concrete way to express the notion of  possession in Standard Chechen (Xamidova, 1991: 

365). This form contrasts with the other forms of  possession that uses only the genitive case, 

documented in the below examples (30). According to the consultant, the use of  the Allative-

Locative is much more concrete and definite than the regular genitive construction referenced in 

Xamidova, 1991. 
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Standard Chechen (30-31)

(30) sã  j.iʔ kiniʂk  j.u 

	 I-Gen.	 	 three	 book-j.		 Cop-j.

“I have 4 books (I own three).”

(31) ʃiɛ̃  kisnə-g-ər  axtʃ  sħa-d.æqːir  tso

S/He-Refl.Gen.	 pocket.-All.-Abl.	 money-d.	 out-take-d.-past	 S/He-Erg.

“S/He took the money out of  his/her pocket.”

	 Example (31) above shows one of  the uses of  the Allative-Ablative case to denote the 

origin of  an item, or the process of  coming out of  something. In addition to this construction, 

which uses the Allative case as the morphological basis, the Ablative case is most commonly used 

in location pronouns, eg: here, there, etc. This use will be discussed further in Section 3.6. The 

following table shows the pronominal declension in Standard Chechen in the major cases 

described above. The Umlauting-cases are separated from the main paradigms with a bold bar.

(32) Pronouns in Standard Chechen (Xamidova 1991, Aliroev 199: 51). 

Case I you he/she/it we (ex.) we (in.) you (pl.) they

N so ħo iz vaɪ txo ʃu yʃ

G sã ħã tsynã vaɪ̃ txã ʃũ tseːrã

D sũn ħũn tsunː vaɪ̃n txũn ʃũn tsaːrn

E as aħ tso vaɪ oːx aʃ tsaːr

Lat. sox ħox tsunax vaɪx txox ʃux tsaːrax

C sol ħol tsul vaɪl txol ʃul tsaːral

Al. søg ħøg tsyɳg vaɪg txøg ʃyg tsærg

Loc. søħ ħøħ tsynaħ vaɪħ txøħ ʃyħ tsæraħ

I søts ħøts tsyts vaɪts txøts ʃyts tsærts
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Case I you he/she/it we (ex.) we (in.) you (pl.) they

Al.L søg-ax ħøg-ax tsyɳg-ax vaɪg-ax txøg-ax ʃyg-ax tsærg-ax

Al.Ab søg-ar ħøg-ar tsyɳg-ar vaɪg-ar txøg-ar ʃyg-ar tsærg-ar

3.2 Outline of  Case Morphology in Himoj

 For the most part, Himoj’s case morphology is largely identical to that of  Standard 

Chechen, containing most the same cases described above, with the notable inclusion of  a word-

final [ə]. This additional phoneme is a feature of  the Himoj dialect and due to the retention of  

this word-final vowel (explained in Section 2.3), as well as the change in the buffer vowel from [ə] 

in Standard Chechen to [a] in Himoj, due to the lack of  post-tonic neutralization. The following 

data shows the cases of  Himoj with the word ‘jurtə’, again, meaning ‘village’

Case	 	 	 Case Morpheme	 Himoj	 	 Gloss

Nominative  -Ø    jurtə  village
Genitive  -ã or [+nas]  jurt-ã  village’s, of  the village
Dative   -(a)nːə   jurt-anːə  to the village
Ergative  -oː   jurt-oː  the village (does X)
Instrumental  -(a)tsə    jurt-atsə with the village
*Allative  -iɛ   jurt-iɛ  to and within the village
Lative	 	 	 -(a)x	 	 	 jurt-ax		 about the village
Comparative	 	 -(a)l	 	 	 jurt-al	 	 like the village

 The additional cases of  Allative-Locative, Allative-Ablative and Locative described in 

Section 3.2 do not occur in the Himoj dialect. Himoj, unlike Standard Chechen, does not have 

singular Allative or Locative case in nouns. Instead, the original semantic roles fulfilled by the 

Locative case (ie - signifying a concrete point in space) has been absorbed by the Allative. 

Referring back to the outline of  Standard Chechen morphology in Section 3.1, the standard 

language has a variation in the choice of  Allative suffix; one suffix being the -ga suffix  that causes 

phonological change on the root vowel of  the affected head noun, as well as the suffix -iɛ (Nichols 
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2003, Aliroev 1999). Furthermore, except for in the case of  pronouns, the -ie suffix is used 

uniformly in Himoj words to convey both Locative and Allative case meaning, making the 

morphological base for the Allative-Ablative and Allative-Locative obsolete. These forms in 

Himoj are fossilized only in the pronominal system. Due to this merger of  Allative and Locative 

in Himoj, the Allative takes on a much larger semantic as well as valence umbrella compared to 

Standard Chechen. The function of  the Allative case in Himoj includes: marker of  physical 

location, marker of  the goal of  a verb of  motion, marker of  the indirect object of  a transitive 

sentence, agent of  a potential verb, benefactor of  an action in a transitive sentence, marker for 

information conveyed by third person (eg- I told/said/shouted (to/at)  you something) (Aliroev 

1999). In addition to these meanings, the Allative example of  this is illustrated below with the 

noun mott meaning ‘language’ or ‘tongue’, and instances in which the more obvious Locative case 

morpheme -ħ is used. When used in the Locative case, the meaning is similar to ‘in English’ or ‘in 

French’. 

Standard Chechen

(33a.) hʌr  ɛʃər  noxtʃĩ  matt-aħ  b.u

 this  song  Chechen  language-LOC  Cop-b.class

Himoj

(33b.)    jarə  iʃar  noxtʃoɪ  matt    b.u

	 this 	 song	  Chechen 	 language-ALL/LOC 	 Cop-b.class

“This song is in Chechen”

Case I you he/she/it we (ex.) we (in.) you (pl.) they

N sʷo ħo i veɪ txo ʃu yʃ

G sã ħã tsinã veɪ̃ txã ʃũ tseːrã

D sʷõn ħʷõn tsunː veɪ̃n(ə) txõn ʃũn tsaːrn
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Case I you he/she/it we (ex.) we (in.) you (pl.) they

E as(ə) aħ(ə) tso veɪ oːx aʃ tsaːr

Lat. sox ħox tsunax veɪx txox ʃux tsaːrax

C sol ħol tsul veɪl txol ʃul tsaːral

Al. soːgə ħoːgə tsiɳgə veɪgə txoːgə ʃʷigə tsɛrgə

Loc. - - - - - - -

I soːts(ə) ħoːtsə tsits veɪts(ə) txoːtsə ʃitsə tsɛrtsə

Al.L soːgə ħoːgə tsiɳgə veɪgə txoːgə ʃʷigə tsɛrgə

Al.Ab soːgar ħoːg-ar tsiɳg-ar veɪg-ar txoːg-ar ʃʷig-ar tsɛrg-ar

3.4 Case Governance and Valence in Causatives, Potential and Sensory Verbs 

	 The following data attests to the morphosyntactic case valences in Standard Chechen and 

the Himoj dialect in multiple forms. In Standard Chechen, verbs require specific valencies 

depending upon their mood, form, tense and even transitivity as well as individual, 

morphosyntactic valences of  certain constructions (Shamilov &. Paskushova, 2005). For some 

verbs, namely ones requiring dative case, these bundle together base on the basis of  semantic 

categories, namely sensation or internalized processes like thinking or wanting. Standard 

Chechen is an ergative language, marking the agent of  transitive sentence and leaving the 

intransitive subjects and objects of  transitive sentences (except for verbs in the progressive tense) 

unmarked (Aliroev 1999). To summarize the most common case valences are: causative 

constructions which require a valence of  Ergative agents and Nominative objects, much like 

regular transitive sentences. Potential verbs require that the agent or theme of  the sentence, 

namely the items whose ability is being discussed, be rendered in the Allative case and all 
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arguments of  these verbs be placed in the nominative. Finally, sensory and translative verbs 

usually require a Dative agent and, in certain case, a Lative object.

Sensory Verbs - Dative-Nominative Valence (Shamilov & Paskushova, 2005)10

Standard Chechen (34-38)

(34) sũn Zariɛm gina

	 I-DAT. Zarema-j.-NOM. see-past.

“I saw Zarema.”

(35) Dʒoxar-na noxtʃĩ jiliː xʌz

	 Joxar-DAT. Chechen song-NOM. hear

“Joxar is listening to a Chechen song.”

	 Examples (34) and (35) shows a Dative-Nominative valence by marking the experiencer/

agent in the dative and the subjects in the nominative. In these examples, both predicates 

describe a physical process of  perception by the experiencers physical senses. In addition to these 

types of  verbs, examples (36) and (37)

(36) tsunː ingals mʌt ʕamərbã laʔ

	 S/he-DAT. English language-NOM. learn want

“S/he wants to learn English

(37) quz-aħ ʕã tsæːrn xala-xiɛt

	 here-LOC. live they-DAT. difficult-seem

“They struggle with living here”
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(38) ħøts qχ’amɛl dã sũn dʌg tsa doɣ.

	 you-INST. converse-NOM. I-DAT. make heart-ALL. not go.

“I forgot that I spoke with you.” (lit.- That I spoke with you did not come to my heart).

	 In addition to the Dative-Nominative valence verbs described here, other verbs with the 

same configuration include concepts such as: to seem, to recall, to remember (38), to forget, to be 

familiar with something, to know, to struggle with something (37), to find, to want (36), to take a 

liking to, to perceive, to find out, to get upset, and get tired of  something (Shamilov & 

Paskushova, 2005).

Causative Verbs -  Ergative - Nominative (Transitive) Valence (Shamilov & Paskushova, 2005)

Standard Chechen (39-41)

(39) as ħo quz qaɪq-iːt-in

	 I-ERG. You-NOM. here-ALL. arrive-CAUS.-PAST

“I made you come here.”

(40) aħ so ma byts-iːt

	 You-ERG. I-NOM. neg-Imp. say-CAUS.

“Don’t make me say it”.

(41)  k’ʌnt-as ʃiɛ̃ jʌʃ illiː b.aq-iː-tir

	 boy-ERG. S/he-REFLX.GEN. sister-NOM. song perform-CAUS.-PAST.

“The boy made his sister sing a song”
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Potential Verbs - Allative - Nominative Valence (Shamilov & Paskushova, 2005)

Standard Chechen (42-43)

(42) søg  noxtʃĩː  azbuk      diɛʃa-loː

	 I-ALL. Chechen	  alphabet-NOM. read-POT.

“I can read the Chechen alphabet.”

(43) ħã   naniɛ   noxtʃĩː  daʔar   dik do-lalo.

	 You-GEN. 	 mother-ALL. 	 Chechen 	 food-NOM. 	 good make-POT.

“Your mother can cook Chechen food well.”

3.5 Case Governance and Valence in Allative and Lative/Locative Verbs in Himoj

	 In a similar manner to section 3.4, this section attests to morphosyntax of  certain verbs 

and their valences in the allative and lative cases. With this data, I intend to illustrate how the 

Himoj dialect uses case valences in Potential and Causative constructions with an Ergative-

Allative configuration (for Causatives) and Allative-Nominative for one for the the Potential and 

Dative-Nominative for another. 

Himoj (44-45)

(44) ħeɪ̃    k’anti   ilːaɪ   al-aɪtə

	 you-REFLX.GEN. 	 boy-ALL. 	 song-NOM. 	 say-CAUS.

“Make your son recite a poem.”

(45) tsʷĩŋgə  ʃĩ        korkə   ħa-wal-aɪt-ina

	 S/he-ALL. 	 S/he-REFLX.GEN. 	 coat-NOM.	 away-hang-CAUS.-past

“Make him hang up his coat.”

	 In the above two examples, we see an Allaive-Nominative valence. This is due to the 

imperative mood, in which the agent of  the causative is left out. Coupled with the data below, it 
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can be said that Himoj Causatives have a Ergative-Allative-Nominative valence, where the 

Ergative marks the agent, the Allative marks the object and the Nominative marks the theme.

Himoj (46-48)

(46)  as  seɪ̃   dʒæʔge  ʃĩ           j.aʔahũː mə     j.aʔaɪtirə

	 I-ERG. 	I-REFLX.-GEN.  dog-All. 	 s/he-REFLX.GEN.    food-j.-NOM.  eat-j.-CAUS.-PAST

“I made my dog eat his food”

(48) as  iz   tukã    w.ax-aɪ-tirə
	 I-ERG. 	S/he-NOM. 	 corner store-ALL. 	 go-v.-CAUS.-PAST

I made him go to the corner store

Lative objects

Himoj (49-51)

(49) ħeɪ    boxur-tʃo-x   so  tsa  tiːʃə

	 you-REFLX.GEN. 	 say-SUBST.-LAT. 	 I 	 NEG. 	 believe

“I don’t believe what you say.”

(50) jarə  jaz  din-tʃo-x    sʷõn  tsa  qiːtə

	 this 	 write 	 do-PAST-SUBST.-LAT. 	 I-DAT. 	NEG. 	 understand-PAST

“I don’t understand what’s written here.”

(51) dʒoxar-ax  dikə  k’ant  xilːə

	 Joxar-LAT. 	 good 	 boy 	 become-PAST.

“Joxar became a good boy.”

Potential - xaa versus dala

 In the case of  Himoj potential verbs, there are two different forms of  the potential 

construction. While one is a normal Allative-Nominative valence using the same parameters as 

potential construction found in examples (43) and (44) for Standard Chechen, the other form of  

the potential is expressed using the verb ‘xaʔ’; in Himoj - ‘xoʔu’. This construction has a Dative-
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Nominative valence. The first construction (43) is used in cases where the subject of  the potential 

construction is physically able or un-able to do something. 

Himoj (52-53)

(52)  soːgə  naʕə   ħa  tsa  j.ila-lɔ

	 I-ALL. 	door-j.-NOM. 	away 	 NEG 	 close-j.-Pot.

“I can’t close the door.” (I broke my leg/my arm, which makes it impossible for me do it)

 The second is a Dative-Nominative valence construction using the verb ‘xaa’. 

(53) sʷõn  naʕə   ħa-jilə  tsa  xoʔu

	 I-DAT. 	door-j.-NOM. away-close-j.	 NEG 	 know

“I can’t close the door.” (I do not understand the mechanics of  doors, making it futile for me to even try)

3.5 Directionality Distinction - Simplification and Size in Himoj 

	 Movement and directionality in Chechen is solidified in the declination of  location 

pronouns. In Standard Chechen, these pronouns take case endings in a fashion very similarly to 

that of  nouns and are accompanied with additional phonological and morphological markedness  

(Xamidova, 1991: 337). The endings are affixed to the pronouns in a strikingly regular pattern in 

Standard Chechen, in which the locative, ablative and a transitional morpheme are affixed to the 

pronouns. In its unmarked form, the same location pronouns have an allative meaning. The 

following data shows the usual paradigm for some common location pronouns used in Standard 

Chechen. 

(54) - Chechen location pronouns (Xamidova, 1991: 337). 

ALLATIVE LOCATIVE ABLATIVE TRANSITIONAL

tsig
to there

tsiga-ħ
there

tsiga-r
from there

tsig-xul
via (over) there
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ALLATIVE LOCATIVE ABLATIVE TRANSITIONAL

quz
to here

quza-ħ
here

quza-r
from here

quz-xul
via here

laq
to up to

laqa-ħ
up top

laqa-r
from up top

laq-xul
via the top

gien
to far away

giena-ħ
far away

giena-r
from far away

gien-xul
via far away

gerg
to the spot nearby

gerga-ħ
in the spot nearby

gerga-r
from a place near by

gerg-xul
via a place near by

dʕog
to over yonder

dʕoga-ħ
in the place yonder

dʕoga-r
from yonder

dʕog-xul
via yonder

juxːʲɛ
to (the place) next to

juxː-aħ
in (the place) next to

juxː-ar
from (the place) next 

to

juxː-ul
via (the place) next to

ħalx
to (the place) in front

ħalxa-ħ
in (the place) in front

ħalxa-r
from the front

ħalx-xul
via (the place) in front

t’ɛħ
to (the place) in 

behind

t’ɛħa-ħ
in (the place) in 

behind

t’ɛħa-r
from behind

t’ɛħ-xul
via (the place) behind

 The above data shows how Standard Chechen encodes the thematic roles of  ‘goal’ with 

the Allative case (the unmarked form of  the location pronouns), the ‘location’ with the same afore 

mentioned Locative case marker, the ‘source’ of  an action with the Allative-Ablative, with the 

main Ablative case marker affixing to the unmarked Allative form of  the location pronouns, and 

a final Transitional meaning11 (Xamidova, 1991: 337). In the case of  the Transitional meaning, ‘-
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xul’ is an interesting morpheme, as it marks the intermediary location relative to the final or telic 

goal of  an action, as seen in example (57). In addition to the transitional case, the following 

examples (54-57) attest to context that determines the use of  different forms in Standard 

Chechen.

Standard Chechen (55-58)

(55)  ħo  quz   j.øɣ-i?      Allative

	 you-j. 	 here-ALL. 	 come-j.-Q.

	 Are you (female) on your way here? (The interlocutor is in motion.)

(56)  ħo  quza-ħ   ʕaʃ   v.u-i?   Locative

	 you 	 here-LOC.	 	  live-PROG. 	 Cop-Q.

“Do you (male) live here?”

(57)  ħo  quza-r  v.axar-i?     Ablative

	 you-v. here-ABL. 	 go-v.-PAST-Q

“Are you (male) from here?”

(58)  vaɪ  quz-xul d.ød,  søʒ ɣal  qeɪq-ħam Transitional

	 we-INCL.-d. 	 here-TRANS. 	 go-d. 	 main city 	 arrive-in order to

“We’re headed to Grozny by means of  here.”

 In addition to their stand alone meanings, several of  these location pronouns are used as 

postpositions in Chechen by means of  linking them to their objects with the genitive case 

(Xamidova 1991, Chokaev 1979). This occurs most commonly with the pronouns ħalx, ‘in front’, 

in example (58) and t’ɛħ, ‘behind’, in example (59).

Standard Chechen (59-60)

(59) vaɪ̃   kvartinã   ħalxa-ħ  j-i  doz  ju

	 we-INCL.GEN. 	apartment-GEN. 	 front-LOC. 	 four-j. 	tree-j. 	COP-j.

“There are four trees in front of  our apartment.”
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(60) baːzar  tyk-ã    t’ɛħa-ħ   du

	 bazaar-d. 	 corner store-GEN. 	 behind-LOC. 	 	 COP-d.

“The bazaar is behind the corner store.”

 In Himoj, the declination of  location pronouns is considerably different and, compared 

the Standard Chechen’s use of  4 distinct morphemes (Xamidova 1991, Chokaev 1979), simpler. 

The Himoj dialect has only 3 unique forms to describe the same 4 meanings. Much like the 

general case system, wherein Himoj’s Locative case has merged with the Allative, location 

pronouns in the Himoj dialect do not have a uniquely Allative and Locative form. Instead, the 

Allative form, which takes a regular -ie ending, is usually accompanied with a short vowel prefix. 

Even in the event that the short vowel prefix is missing, the Locative and Allative meaning of  the 

pronoun is the form that is unmarked. This is particularly notable in the pronuns ‘tsig’ meaning 

‘there’ and ‘quz’ meaning here. 

(61) Himoj forms for ‘quz’ and ‘tsig’

Allative Locative Ablative Transitional

i-tsig-ie i-tsig-ie i-tsig-er i-tsig-ə-ɣolə

o-quz-ie o-quz-ie o-quz-er o-quz-ə-ɣolə

Himoj (62-63)

(62) so  (o)-quz-ie ʕaʃ   w.u

	 I-v. 	 here-LOC. 	 live-PROG. 	 COP.-v.

“I live here.”

(63) so  (o)-quz-ie  w.oɣuʃ  w.u

	 I-v. 	 here-ALL. 	 come-PROG. 	 COP.-v.

“I’m coming here.”
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 In examples (51) and (52), despite both being glossed as explicitly Locative or explicitly 

Allative, the words and their forms used to communicate the location or motion of  the action are 

identical; the Locative versus Allative assignment is contextually derived. Comparing (51) with 

example (46) in the Standard Chechen data above, the locative case marker ‘-ħ’ has fallen out of  

the Himoj dialect and the Allative/Locative meaning of  ‘o-quz-ie’ remain unmarked. This 

innovation in Himoj is comparable to the English simplification of  ‘hither’ versus ‘here’ to simply 

‘here’. 

 In addition to the simplification of  the Locative-Allative distinction in Himoj, BZD states 

that the use of  the short vowel prefixes designates the scope of  the location in which an action 

takes place. In example (51),  where the use of  ‘o’ (in the case of  ‘here’) limits the location to a 

very confined or limited spot in space, ‘quz’ without the ‘o-’ prefix connotes a larger general area, 

translated into English as ‘around here’ or ‘in these parts’. This distinction of  broad versus 

narrow size is shown in examples (64-67) below, where (65) and (67) show narrow size and (64) 

and (66) show broad size. 

Himoj (64-67)

(64)  txʷo   quz-ie   ʕaʃ   d.u

	 	 we-EXCL.-d. 	 here-BROAD 		 live-PROG. 	 COP.-d.

“We live here (around these parts)”

(65)  txʷo   o-quz-ie   ʕaʃ   d.u

	 	 we-EXCL.-d. 	 here-NARROW 	 live-PROG. 	 COP.-d.

“We live here (in this specific place).”

(66)  txʷo   tsig-ie    giz   d.arə

	 	 we-EXCL.-d. 	 there-BROAD 	 travel 	 	 do-d.-PAST.

“We’ve traveled all around those parts”
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(67)  txʷo   i-tsig-ie   giz   d.arə

	 	 we-EXCL.-d. 	 there.NARROW 	 travel 	 	 do-d.-PAST.

“We’ve travelled there (to that particular place).”

 It is unclear if  any other dialects in the Laamaroj/Highland group of  dialects have a 

similar distinction of  size or simplification of  locative and allative cases, as Arskhanov 1969 does 

not make note of  it in either Šaroj, Itum-Qale or Č’aberloj; making this feature a particularly 

unique feature of  Himoj morphosyntax.

3.6 Semantic Distinctions using Preverbs in Himoj

 Preverbs in Chechen are used to denote the direction in which an action takes place. This 

concept of  directionality describes in detail how an action is occurring relative to the speaker or, 

in the case of  questions, the person in focus (Xamidova 1991, Aliroev 1999). In Standard 

Chechen most all of  its subsequent dialects the most innovative of  the preverbs are ‘dʕa’ meaning 

‘away from’ relative to the speaker and ‘sħa’ meaning ‘towards’, again in terms of  location 

relative to the speaker (Xamidova 1991: 271).

Standard Chechen (68-69)

(68)  As  saɪ̃   vaʃiɛ  bykər   dʕa-j.ælː
	 I-Erg. 	 I-Reflx.Gen. 	 Brother-All. 	 ball-j. 	 	 away-give.j-past

I gave my brother the ball. (ie - I handed it to him in his general direction). 
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(69) saɪ̃   vaʃoː   søg  bykər   sħa-j.ælː

	 I-REFLX.GEN. 	brother-ERG. 	 I-ALL. 	ball-j. 	 	 towards-give.j-PAST

My brother gave me the ball (eg - he handed it to me in my general direction).

 In addition to ‘sħa’ and ‘dʕa’ there are numerous others that are used to denote 

directionality of  actions in other capacities, ‘within‘, ‘out of ’, ‘downwards’, etc. These major 

preverbs are listed below:

(70) Preverbs and their respective meanings in Standard Chechen (Xamidova 1991:314)

Preverb Meaning Example

dʕa away from, moving away from 
the general direction of  the 
speaker.

dʕa-qost
“to throw away” 
also - to quit

as       tsigark      toːx      dʕa-qχ’ɛstir
I-ERG cigarette   smoke   away-threw
“I quit smoking cigarettes.”

sħa towards, moving in the general 
direction of  the speaker

sħa-b.yts
“to say something (to the speaker)”

aːr coming out of  an enclosed 
space.

aːr-vaxã mɛgar     du-i?
out-go    allowed    is-Q
“May I be excused?”

tʃu going into an enclosed space. tʃu-vaːl     mɛgar    du-i?
in-come    allowed   is-Q
“May I come in?”
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Preverb Meaning Example

oħ downwards, can also denote 
the completion of  finiteness of  
an action

ʕilː - to set
oħə-ʕilː - to put down

ħal upwards, can also denote the 
beginning of  an action. 

qχ’ost - to throw
ħal-qχ’ost - to toss upwards

 Preverbs in both Standard Chechen and Himoj are also used to denote aspect or slight 

semantic difference between words. These preverbs act similarly to separable prefixes in 

Germanic languages (German, Dutch, etc.) in which certain actions and their semantic derivates 

are formed using a directionality prefix, thought little directionality is actually communicated. An 

example of  this can be seen below in example (71), in the Standard Chechen expression ‘jazdã’ 

meaning ‘to write’ and the addition of  the preverb ‘dʕa’-. In (71), the use of  ‘dʕa’ forms a verb 

derived from ‘jazdã’ whose meaning is ‘to write down’. 

Standard Chechen (71-72)

(71)   sã  jiʃ-əs   txã       dе   kiɛxət   jaz  d.in

	 I-GEN. sister-ERG.	 our-EXCL.GEN.    father-ALL. 	letter-d. 	 wrote    do-d.-PAST

“My sister wrote a letter to our father.”

(72) sã  jiʃ-əs   ʃiɛ̃     ts’ɛ   dʕa-jaz  j.in 

	 I-GEN. sister-ERG. 	 her-REFL.GEN    name-j. 	 away-wrote 	 do-j.-PAST

“My sister wrote her name down.”

 In Himoj, these suffixes often take on the role of  recipient marker, with ‘sħa’, which 

always surfaces as ‘ħa’ (see section 2.2). In video and audio of  the second consultant, Aset 

Batsiyeva, ZBD’s sister, [ħa-] is affixed to verbs to indicate the speaker is the benefactor of  the 

action, in a similar manner that ‘sħa’ in Standard Chechen reflects an action occurring towards 

the speaker. 
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Himoj (73-74)

(73)  ħa-diːtsə  a  qχ’amɛl.  ħa-diːtsə.

	 BENE.-say 	 CONJ. 	converse. 	 BENE.-speak. 

“Say something for me, just talk. Say it for me.”

(74)  ħoːgə   naʕ   ħa-jila-lɔ   da-rai?

	 You-ALL. 	 door-j. 		 BENE.-close-POT.	 polite COP.-Q

“Could you close the door for me?”

 As seen in Examples (73) and (74), the preverb ‘(s)ħa’ is used to denote only a first-person 

benefactor. In instances where a second or third person benefactor could be noted using any 

other preverbs, BZD states that the use of  the respective dative pronouns would suffice, as well as 

the used of  the postposition ‘lesir’ (Himoj- ‘lɛsirə’), which is a construction used mainly in 

Standard.

3.7 Reduplication in Himoj

 Reduplication occurs in Standard Chechen usually to communicate urgency or to 

emphasis the length of  time or the repetitiveness of  a given action. The function is very similar to 

the English expressions, “he walked and walked” or “he ate and he ate” (Xamidova 1991). 

Standard Chechen

(75)  lætːin  i  ʃiʔ,  lætːin   a  oɪl  jinə-jin.

	 stop-PAST 	 those 	 two, 	 stop-PAST 	 and 	 think 	 make-PAST make-PAST.

“The pair of  them stopped; they stopped and they thought and thought.”

 In addition to this form of  reduplication, there is a form of  negative commands in Himoj, 

and possibly Standard Chechen, in which non-complex predicate reduplicate their infinitive and 

predicate form on either side of  the negative imperative particle ‘ma’. This construction is 
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narrowly equivalent in meaning to the Chechen polite imperative suffix ‘-ħ’ (not to be confused 

with the afore mentioned ‘Locative’ case suffix), as seen in example (73). Example (74) shows the 

reduplicated polite form of  a negative command. 

(76) ma   ħaʒa-ħ   Standard Chechen

	 NEG.-IMP. 	 look-polite command.

(77) ħaʒ  ma   ħaʒ   Himoj

	 look 	 NEG.-IMP. 	 look

(both sentences) - “Don’t look!”

 Finally, there is a final example of  reduplication of  word-final vowels in Himoj that takes 

on an inclusive meaning. For example, inclusive words like ‘also’ or ‘too’ in Chechen are 

expressed using a single particle, ‘a’, acts as a general conjunction word and functions like the 

English ‘and’. In addition, due to the heavy influence of  Russian as an L2, many Chechen 

speakers in Kazakhstan, the Russian Federation and other former Republics of  the Soviet Union 

make use of  the Russian word ‘toʒɛ’. In Standard Chechen, there is considerable choice as to 

which particle to use (Xamidova 1991: 172). Many older Chechen cling to ‘a’, while younger, 

metropolitan Chechen speakers opt for the Russian ‘toʒɛ’. Example (75) is an example of  a 

possible exchange using these forms, given first in Standard Chechen with the conjunction 

particle ‘a’. Example (76) makes used of  the Russian-borrowed ‘toʒɛ’.

Standard Chechen

(78)  aħ   noxtʃĩ  mʷot   byts-i?

	 you-ERG. 	 Chechen 	 language 	 speak-Q

“Do you speak Chechen?”
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 hãʔ   so   hints   noxtʃĩ mʷot   bytsuʃ v.u.

	 yes. 	 	 I -NOM. 	 now	 	 Chechen language 	 speak-PROG. COP.-v.

“Yes, I’m speaking Chechen right now.”

 a! sʷo a.12

	 Oh! I Conj.

“Oh? Me too!”

Standard Chechen

(79) sũn  xiɛ̃n,   ħøg  toʒɛ  dik  noxtʃĩ  mʷot   byts-lo 

	 I-DAT. 	hear-PAST, 	 you-ALL. also 	 good 	 Chechen 	 language 	 speak-POT.

“I heard, that you too  can speak Chechen well.”

 Unique to Himoj however is a third process of  reduplication, in which the final vowel of  

a word is reduplicated over a glottal stop. This is a feature entirely unique to Himoj speakers, as 

Šaroj is said to prefer to the use of  the ‘a’ particle; a fact attested by her both the consultant and 

her daughter. This meaning is identical to the Russian ‘toʒɛ‘ or English ‘too’, as in “me too!”.  

Example (80) is a repeat of  example (78), this time recorded in the Himoj dialect; example (81) 

shows the use of  reduplication to show inclusion in utterances involving lexical items (as opposed 

to pronouns or one-word ejaculations).

Himoj (80-81)

(80)  aħ noxtʃoɪ mʷot bits-i?

 hãʔ. so hundzə noxtʃoɪ mʷot bitsuʃ j.u.

 a! sʷoʔo - Reduplication. 

(Same meaning as example (62)).
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(81) sã  niːnã   ts’ɛʔɛ   lidia  j.u

	 I-GEN. mother-GEN.	  name-j.-also 	 Lydia 	 COP-j.

“My mother’s name is also Lydia.”

3.8 Emphatics - Himoj [qχ’ʌd] and [dɛ:r]

 Emphatics in Standard Chechen is marked by the use two major suffixes: -m  and -q/-q’. 

Usually, -m affixes to nouns and -q/-q’ affixes to verbs, adjectives and other non-noun modifiers. 

The translations below also provide the implied contexts in which these emphatics can be used in 

Standard Chechen. Examples (79) shows the use of  noun-centered emphatics and example (80), 

the modifier/verb based emphatic. 

Standard Chechen (82-83)

(82) ħʷo-m  dik  noxtʃin  mʷot   bytsuʃ  xyl

    	 You-EMPH. 	 good 	 Chechen 	 language 	 speak-PROG. 	 seem

“Well, it seems you speak pretty good Chechen” (Which is strange, since you’re from Austria.)

(83) iz  paltʷo  iɛsnə-q(’)13   as  ħũn,   malik.

	 this 	 coat-j.	 	 buy-PAST-EMPH.	 I-ERG. you-DAT. 	 Malik.

“I did buy this coat for you, after all, Malik” (I don’t have much money, but I bought it anyway.)

 In addition to these suffixes, Standard Chechen also uses focus gemination to underscore 

a type of  pseudo-superlative or pseudo-comparative degree (Nichols 1997: 952). This type of  

segment lengthening is similar to the English use of  vowel length in sentences like “that’s so 

good!” versus “that’s soooooo good!”. 

 While these suffixes also appear in Himoj, they have a connotation of  events transpiring 

contrary to the expectations of  the speaker. Himoj contains another morpheme, [dɛːr], which 
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signifies emphatic meaning in a manner that communicates a surprise in the degree or outcome 

of  an action. Similar to the suffixes listed above in (79) and (80), ‘dɛːr’ immediately succeeds  the 

element of  the sentence that is being emphasized. Unlike the two previous suffixes, though, ‘dɛːr’ 

is a not bound to a specific word class, as it can modify both adjectives/modifiers and nouns and 

even entire sentences. Ending a Himoj sentence with ‘dɛːr’ is common, in which case it acts as 

particle for ascertaining facts, similar to the Japanese particle ‘yo’. This is seen in the following 

examples (81) and (82). 

(84)  xir d.olu-d.ɛrg  xir  du   dɛːr   Himoj

	 will be-d.-SUBST. 	 will 	 COP.-d. 	 EMPH.

“What will be, will be, y’know?/ Que sera, sera”. 

(85) dʕa-v.oːdə  (sʷo)  dɛːr      Himoj

	 away-v.-go 	 I-v.	 EMPH.

“I’m outta here!”

 Finally,  there is a third category of  emphatic particles found in not Himoj, but in old 

forms of  Šaroj, a closely related dialect. According to the consultant ZBD, her elderly aunt, aged 

101, the only living centenarian in the Southern Kazakhstan province, regularly uses a preverb, 

‘qχ’ʌd’ that is meant to convey an even higher level of  surprise of  emphasis on verbs than the 

suffix -[q]. In addition to the preverb ‘qχ’ʌd’, the consultant’s aunt makes heavy use of  focus 

gemination on consonants, particularly on the copula and past tense of  ‘to be’, in order to signify 

that an event occurred well into the past. Standard Chechen has focus gemination (Nichols 1997), 

however, the consultant’s aunt uses this focus gemination with even more prominence that most 

S.Ch speakers.
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Himoj/Šaroj

(86)  “xilːːːə”

“A very very long time ago”.

 While I have not procured video or audio recording of  the consultant’s aunt using 

‘qχ’ʌd’, consultant BZD has provided the following example to how it might be used.

(87)  jarə  dã  sʷõn  qχ’ʌd-lːaʔə

	 this 	 do 	 I-DAT. 	EMPH.-want

“I just SO wanted to do this.”

3.9 Substantivization Suffixes and Gender Assignments in Himoj

  Nominalization of  adjectives and modifiers occurs in Standard Chechen by use of  the 

suffix [-nig], which affixes to adjectives as well as pronouns to render the meaning “the one/thing 

that is X”, where X is a specific modifier (Aliroev, 1999: 64,65). These types of  substantivizations 

are listed in example (88). 

Standard Chechen (88-89)

(88) liɛq liɛq-nig tall - the tall one

 aniː aniː-nig ancient - the ancient one

(89) amːa  xʌz-nig   mil  j.u?

	 but 	 pretty-SUBT-j.	  	 who 	 Cop.-j.

“But who is the pretty one?”

 In sentences like (89), the substantivization suffix only carries a biological gender based on 

context, eg - the person quoted is specifically asking about a pretty girl, therefore it takes feminine 

gender. [-nig] usually takes d.class gender, as most abstraction suffixes in Standard Chechen 

(Xamidova 1991: 401). However, in contexts like these, where the referent nouns is clearly based 
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on context, the gender of  the [nig]-based noun is communicated on the copula. Example (87) 

below deals specifically brothers; therefore [nig] will project v.class or masculine gender in order 

to agree with the biological gender of  ‘brother’. 

Standard Chechen

(90) sã ʃi   vaʃ         vu;      iz sã  ħiɛqχ’əl-nig  vu,    a    iz   sã  baqχ’ħar-nig  vu

I-GEN. two   brother-v. COP.-v.; he  	I-GEN. 	 smart-SUBST.-v. COP.-v, and   he   I-GEN. 	 polite SUBST. 	 COP.-v.

“I have two brothers; he is my smart one, and he is my polite one.”

 Substantiviziation in Himoj is slightly more complex, as the gender of  the referent noun 

must be made clear. The Himoj dialect does not have the suffix [-nig] and instead opts for the the 

suffix ‘d.ɛrg’, which is cognate with the Šaroj prefix ‘-d.arg’ (Arskhanov, 1969: 75). This suffix 

only appears in the nominative case for Himoj, much like ‘-d.arg’ is limited to the nomininative 

in Šaroj (Arskhanov 1969: 75) This is particularly interesting when investigating the stand-alone 

gender of  these constructions from a cross-dialectical point of  view, as the neutral-gender 

assignment for these suffixes vary considerably. Himoj appears to prefer j.class for general neutral 

constructions, ie - in instances where the gender of  the noun is not particularly clear based on the 

context, whereas many gender-neutral construction in Standard Chechen usually opt for d.class 

(Chokaev, 1979) and Šaroj and Itum-Qale show b.class (Arskhanov 1969: 71, 92) .  Example (88) 

below shows the Himoj dialect’s use of  ‘j.ɛrg’ in the same context that required ‘nig’ in example 

(86) in Standard Chechen. Much like in (86) , j.class is being project to agree with the contactual 

clues that it is a pretty ‘girl’, however Himoj marks the gender on both the substantivization 

marker as well as the copula. 
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Himoj (91-92)

(91)  ama  xʌz-j.ɛrg  mil  j.u

	 but pretty-j.-SUBST. who COP.-j.

“But who is the pretty one?”

(92)  sã ʃi  w.aʃə  w.u,  i sã  ħiqχ’əl-v.ɛrg  w.u,  a i sã  baqχ’ħar-v.ɛrg      w.u

	 I-GEN. two brother-v. is, that my  smart-v.-SUBST. is CONJ that my polite-v.-SUBST. is.

“I have two brother’s, this is my smart one and the other is my polite one.”

Examples (89) above show a matching of  the reference nouns to the semantic topics, with gender 

agreement on the substantivization suffix versus marked solely on the copulæ. 

3.10 Negation Suffixes on Verbal Predicates in Highland Dialects & Himoj

 This final morphosyntactic feature of  Himoj versus Standard Chechen is not particularly 

unique to Himoj, however it is an interesting case of  form borrowings from other nearby dialects. 

While I am not fully prepared to attribute this feature of  Himoj to dialect mixing or dialect 

borrowing, it is interesting to note the occurrence of  the dialect feature relative to other features 

in the Laamaroj/Highland dialect continuum, as well as in one of  Chechen’s only known sister 

languages, Ingush. In Ingush, negation of  predicates in both transitive and intransitive sentences 

is marked by the use of  a [-ts] suffix (Nichols 2011). In Himoj is is an option form of  negation 

that can occur, at least most often, in casual conversation. Negation in Standard Chechen in most 

sentences is fairly analytical, wherein the negation particle ‘tsa’ is placed directly before the 

predicate that it is meant to negate (Aliroev, 1999). The notable exception to this rule is the 

negative form of  the copula, which ends in a similar [-ts] coda. This occurs even in cases of  

complex predicates, with the negation particle immediately preceding the predicate, inserting 

itself  in between the preverb and main predicate or directly before the light verb in a complex 
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predicate (Xamidova, 1991: 314). This can be seen in examples (91) and (92) with the verbs ‘dʕa-

qχ’ost’ (to throw away, to quit) and ‘dʌg-daː̃’ (to remember, lit. - to come to the heart). In both 

instances, the negation particle is sandwiched between the preverb or compliment of  the light or 

main verb.

Standard Chechen (93-94)

(93) sã  vaʃ   tsigark oz dʕa  tsa  qχ’ost-in

	 I-GEN. 	brother		 cigar	 pull	  away 	NEG. 	 throw-PAST.

“My brother hasn’t quit smoking.”

(94) saɪ̃   loːvar-ax   ħũn   dʌg  tsa  d.ear

	 I-REFLX.GEN.	 Lovzar-LAT. 	 	 you-DAT. 	 heart 	 not 	 come-PAST.

“You forgot about my Lovzar14.”

 In the case of  [-ts] suffixation in Ingush and in some of  the Laamaroj/Highland dialects 

of  Chechen, the suffix is attached directly to  the infinitival form of  a predicate. This example is 

not taken from the consultant, rather from “” by . According to BZD, the [-ts] suffix is not 

generally used in the Himoj dialect, however she has heard it and does understand those in the 

Himoj community in Southern Kazakhstan who do use it. It is further interesting to note that, 

despite having it in the possible forms in the Himoj grammar, BZD is still well aware of  the 

feature as having originated in Ingush. By her account, the suffix variant, if  ever used, is isolated 

to certain ejaculatory explanations, like, “I don’t know,” suggesting that the use of  the suffix in 

the Himoj and other mountainous dialects is not productive. 
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Standard Chechen/majority Lamaroj speakers

(95a.) sũn  tsa  xaʔa

	 I 	 not 	 know

Ingush/possible for some Lamaroj speakers

(95b.) sʷõn  xaʔa-ts

	 I-DAT. 	know-NEG.

“I don’t know”

4.0 Conclusions/Discussion

	 In conclusion, this study has attempted to show the necessary features of  the Himoj 

dialect and highlight specific aspects of  the language for future study in the Chechen language as 

well as Nakh-Dagestanian linguistics. The Himoj dialect has been shown, in the above body of  

research,  to display a number of  similar features to the other dialects that Arskhanov has 

described, in his work (Arkshanov 1969: 166). These features for Himoj described in this thesis 

includes:

1. Lack of  [ø] or [y] in the vowel inventory. (Section 2.1, page 18)
2. Correspondence of  [ø] in Standard Chechen with [oː] and [y] with [iː] (Section 2.1.1, pg. 18)
3. Presence of  [ɔ] in word-final open syllables. (Section 2.1.2, pg. 16)
4. Word final /a/ partially reduced to [ə]. (Section 2.3, pg. 25-26)
5. Post-tonic [a] preserved. (Section 2.3, pg. 24-25)
6. Simplification of  CCV- onsets for sequences [st-] and [sħ-]. (Section 2.2, pg. 20-21)
7. Monophthongization of  [iɛː] to [i]. (Section 2.4, pg. 27)
8. Monophthongization of  [iɛ] to [ɛ]. (Section 2.4, pg. 27)
9. Raising of  [ɛː] to [iː]. (Section 2.4, pg. 27)
10.Diphthongization of  [iː] to [aɪ]. (Section 2.5, pg. 28)
11.Desegmentalizing of  word initial [o] to [wa].(Section 2.6, pg. 29)
12.[v] - [w] Allophony in word initial position.  (Section 2.6, pg. 30)
13.Deletion of  word-initial vowels for declension of  demonstrative pronoun ‘that’. (Section 2.2, 

pg. 23)
14. Consonant alternations: (Section 2.7.1-2.7.3, pg. 31-35)

a. [x] surfacing as [r] when [x] immediately proceeds a [k]
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b.t-epenthesis in the case of  [s] going to [ts] when [s] immediately precedes an [r] & it occurs 
in a true word-final position

c. [ʃ] going to [tʃ] when [ʃ] is also immediate after an [r].
15.A merger of  the Allative and Locative cases, where Allative takes on both meanings. (Section 

3.2, pg. 41)
16.No Allative-Locative or Allative-Ablative cases. (Section 3.2, pg. 43) 
17. Little variation for the Allative case maker, always -ie, except for in certain pronouns. (Section 

3.2, pg. 43)
18. Ergative-Allative valences in Causative constructions, instead of  Ergative-Nominative 

(Section 3.5, pg. 47)
19. Dative-Nominative and Allative-Nominative valences for sensory and potential verbs, 

respectively. (Section 3.4, pg. 44-46)
20. ‘xaa’ versus ‘-dala’ distinction in form of  the Potential mood. (Section 3.5, pg.  48)
21. Directionality simplification; 3 morpheme instead of  4. (Section 3.6, pg. 52)
22. Short, single vowel prefixes to show the size of  a given location in location pronouns. (Section 

3.6, pg. 53)
23. Free form [dɛːr] morpheme used to mark emphatics. (Section 3.7, pg. 60)
24. [ħa-] preverb used to mark a first-person benefactor of  an action.  (Section 3.8, pg. 56)
25. Reduplication in polite negative requests (X ma X-aħ) (Section 3.9, pg. 57)
26. Reduplication of  word-final vowels over a glottal stop to show inclusion (Section 3.9, pg. 

58-59)
27. lack of  [-nig] substantivization suffix. (Section 3.10, pg. 62-64)
28. Extremely prevalent focus gemination in older speakers. (Section 3.10, pg. 61)
29. Fossilized [qχ’ʌd] preverb in older speakers. (Section 3.10, pg. 61)
30. Occasional use of  Ingush-like [-ts] negation suffix. (Section 3.11, pg. 63)

 From looking at these features and comparing them to other dialects of  the Highland 

region of  Chechnya, this study and work will be able to lay the fundamental ground work for 

future work on Chechen. When comparing the list above to the features of  Šaroj, Itum-Qale, 

Č’aberloj and Kisti dialects of  Chechen, a few bundles of  features sticks out as uniquely Himoj. 

Particularly exciting and unique to this dialect are the features 4, 5, 7, 9 and 22. The first 4 

features are all prevalent to the Himoj sound system and provide some interesting data about the 

distribution of  the Umlaut vowel harmony regarding the surfacing of  Standard Chechen’s many 

vowels, as well as an idea as to how the changes progressed in the Highland dialect regarding 

word-final vowels. Analysis from Nichols et. al suggests that word-final vowels have driven the 

Umlauting process for the majority of  Chechen words (Nichols 1997: 947), however many of  the 
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Highland dialects do not have these same rounded vowels (Arskhanov 1991). Himoj, which also 

lacks these Umlaut-generated vowels, also has a [ə] instead of  a deleted or whispered vowel. This 

may be instrumental in determining which change occurred and when in the case of  the 

Laamaroj dialects; did Umlaut simply never happen for the Laamaroj dialects or did the vowels 

reduce before Umlaut was able to occur? The data from Himoj by means of  feature 4 suggests 

the later. In addition to this information, features such as 5 might also indicate a point of  

reference for split within the own Laamaroj dialect family, which Šaroj and Itum-Qale reducing 

these vowels (Arskhanov, 1969) and Č’aberloj patterning much like Himoj - as both of  those 

dialect preserve post-tonic vowels. Finally, with regards to phonology, features regarding 

diphthongization may also lay ground work for future analysis of  Chechen vowel shifts, which 

there appearing to be a pattern of  chain-shift raising for Himoj monophthongs and diphthongs.

	 With respect to morphosyntactic features, feature 22 regarding prefixes denoting size of  a 

location is particularly interesting, as a similar series of  morphemes are not mentioned in any of  

the subsequent literature regarding Standard Chechen or the other Laamaroj dialects. Additional 

research on the languages of  the Caucasus and Caucasian locative morphology with respect to 

the size of  the location would provide greater insight as to the origin or influences on Himoj that 

may have resulted in this feature. Furthermore, the shift in Allative and Locative cases would also 

require additional research into the subsequent dialects as well as modern language change in 

Standard Chechen, which already displays a number of  variations in the form of  case 

morphemes. The origins of  these variations might also be further explored via the information 

here provided by Himoj. 
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Appendix I - Swadesh 100 for Standard Chechen and Himoj

English Standard Ch. Himoj

all dɛgːig derig

ashes juq'’ ju:q’

bark kostig kostik

belly leːʐig lizik

big dɔqː doq

bird ħʷoːz ħozə

bite liɛːts tsɛrg toːx - to bite into food (eg- 
people ‘tsɛrg tox’ their food)

litə -  to bite with intent to harm (eg - 
snakes ‘litə’ children)

black ʕærʒ ʕæʃ

blood ts’ij ts’iɛ

bone dæʕəx ͡k tɛrk

burn daːg  - dʷoːg daːg (dan)

cloud morx mor(h) [j]

cold ʃiɛl ʃiːlə

come daː̃ - dʷoʁ -

die dʌl dʌl

dog dʒʕæɣli dʒʕægə

drink maːl mʌl

dry diɛq͡χ’ dɛqə

ear lɛrg lɛrg
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English Standard Ch. Himoj

earth mʷoxk morx

eat daʔ dɛʔə

egg hoʔ huʔə

eye bʕarg bʕark

fat mʷoħ maħ

feather piɛːlg piləgə

fire ts’iɛ ts’ɛ - ts’ɪ

fish tʃ’aːri tʃ’ɛrə -tʃɛri

fly eːx / øħ t’am dã

foot kʷog koːg

give dalə / lʷoː dəl - lɔ

good dik dikə

green bæts ':ər bɛtsːər

hair tʃʷo tʃoː

hand kyg kʷig

head kørt kʷortə

hear xʌz xʌzə

heart dɔg doːg

I sʷo sɔ

kill dʲiɛ̃n - dø diɛ̃ - doː

know xaʔa xoʔə

leaf pʌtər pɛtr
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English Standard Ch. Himoj

lie ʕil ʕil

liver doʕax daʕaħə

long dʲiɛːx diːxə

louse ɣiɛːnig ɣiːlvark/ɣiːljark

man stʌg sʌg

many duq duqə

meat/flesh ʒiʒig ʒɪʒɪg

mountain laːm laːm

mouth bʌg bʌgə

name ts’ɛ ts’ɛː (prosidy)

neck jæʕn woːrtə

new kɛrl kirlə -

night bysə̃ bʷis

nose mɛr mor

not ts ͡a, ma tsə

one tsħaʔ tsħaʔ

person ʌdəm adam

rain doʁ doʁə

red ts’iɛn ts’ĩːə̃

road ʊːrəm uram

root dʊx ʕarmə

sand ʁʊm ʁum
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English Standard Ch. Himoj

say aːl 
oːl 
ɛlir

aːl
oːl
ɛlir

see gã gã

seed hu huə [d]

sit xaʔa xoʔu

skin ajr æːr - a pelt
tʃ’orə - your own skin
ts’ʷogə - leather

sleep diʒ, naːb jʌ̃ naːb jã

small dʒim dʒomə

smoke kʷ’ur kʷ’ur

stand hotːə hotːo

star sɛda sidə

stone qiɛːr qiːr

sun mʌlx malx

swim dijl - dyjl nɪkə dã

tail ts’ʷog ts’oːg

that (dem. pr.) tsu i

this hʌr jarə

thou (2sg.fam.) ħʷo ħʷo

tongue mʷot mʷot

tooth t͡sɛrg (human)
qχ͡’æq (non-human)

tsɛrg
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English Standard Ch. Himoj

tree dʷoːz, doːzə

two ʃiʔ ʃi

walk liɛːl liːlə

warm mɛl maɪ

water xi xi

we vaɪ (inclusive)
txʷo (exclusive)

veɪ
txʷo

what (int. pr.) hũ hũ

white k’aɪ k’eɪ̃

who mil milə

woman zud zudə

yellow moʒ mɔʒ

breast nãːq niːqə

claw maʕər mʕaːr

full dijnː diːni or daɪni

horn maʕə̃ maʕːə

knee kʷog gwoːl - whole knee
k’ag - kneecap

moon butː butːə

round gʷorg goːrg
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Appendix 2 - Standard Chechen/Himoj Consonant Inventory + Examples

Labial Alveola
r

Post-
alveolar

Velar Uvular Pharyn
geal 

Glottal

Nasal [m]

[mol]
to drink

[n]

[na:n]
mother

[ŋ]

[ħẽŋə]
you 
(allative case)

Plosive [p] [b]
[p’] [p:]

[pa:st]
sock

[bɛpɪg]
bread

[p’ɛlg]
finger

[op:]
outside

[t] [d]
[t’] [t:]

[taɪ]
thread

[daɪ]
destroy

[t'aɪ]
bridge

[æt:o]
luck

[k] [g]
[k’] [k:]

[ka]
ram

[ga]
branch

[k’a]
wheat

[buk:ər]
rough, 
bumpy

[q]
[qχ’] [q:]

[qo]
three

[qχ'ier]
stone

[duq:]
a lot

Affricate [ts] [dz]
[ts’] [ts:]

[ts ͡its ͡ɪg]
cat

[dz ͡idz ͡ɛg]
flower

[ts ͡'a]
home

[ts ͡æts ͡:ə]
one by one

[t∫] [dʒ]
[t∫’]

[tʃ͡a]
bear

[dʒ͡ʕæl]
dog

[tʃ͡'oɣ]
very
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Labial Alveola
r

Post-
alveolar

Velar Uvular Pharyn
geal 

Glottal

Fricative [f] [v]

[fɛvralʲ]
February

[võ]
bad

[s] [z]

[so]
I

[zʌz]
bloom

[∫] [ʒ]

[ʃo:zt'q'ɛ]
forty

[ʒiʒɪg]
meat

[x] [ɣ]

[xʌz]
beautiful

[ɣa:lɐ]
city

[ħ] [ʕ]

[ħaʒə̃]
look

[ʕaʒ]
apple

[h]

[hũmə]
something

Rhotic [r], [ɹ]

[riɛzədã]
to agree

[tʃ͡uɹt]
headstone

Approxi
mate

[w]

[lakwi]
hat
*doesn’t occur 
C-initial in 
Standard

[l]

[la:m]
mountain

[j]

[joʕ]
girl
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